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Abstract
The supply chain philosophy is nowadays more and more customer driven, resulting in companies
struggling to find the right balance between maximizing the customers’ against the company’s value.
Therefore, this research has focused on understanding what the effect of customers’ ordering
behavior and requirements is on the supply chain costs and efficiency. The information of one
company is used as a case study for this research. It is proven that the customers have significant
influence on the supply chain activities in the individual order cycle, namely order processing,
warehousing, transportation and customer service. The cost structures of these activities help identify
what customer order behavior and requirement factors are influencing the costs. These influencing
factors are transformed into nine what if situations to be analyzed and compared to the original
situation in the developed cost-to-serve model on an individual customer level. The cost-to-serve
model links all the activities together and also to the customer in order to make centralized decisions.
The nine what if scenarios are: (1) order frequency reduction, (2) consolidating orders of common
customers of the two portfolios, (3) restacking requirement, (4) pallet per SKU requirements, (5)
ordering per full pallet, (6) emergency/express orders, (7) ordering per full layer, (8) EDI orders and
(9) locked premises requirement. All what if scenarios show to have a positive effect on the supply
chain costs and efficiency listed above in the order of biggest saving potential to the least. The results
of the calculations of the cost-to-serve model validate that every customer is unique and that indeed
the order behavior and requirement factors are responsible for the differences in costs. With the
results from the what if analysis, (supply chain) service policies are initiated per individual customer
that are best to negotiate with the customers to increase efficiency and reduce costs. Based on the
results of the research, it is recommended to gain more insights in customers value, initiate
improvement projects on at least the first two what if situations and use the recommended service
policies in contract negotiations with customers.
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Executive summary
This research concerns the understanding of the influence that customers have on the supply chain
and more specifically the supply chain costs and efficiency. Nowadays, supply chains are more and
more agile instead of the lean supply chains as they once were, resulting in customers being more in
control of the supply chain design. Companies need to restore the balance between creating customer
value and operating costs in order to be efficient and profitable. For one of the companies that has
recognized this customer focused shift, this research is conducted as a case study. The company is a
multinational food company with a focus on nutrition. It has been noticed that for the case company
there are only few limits set regarding the customers’ ordering behavior and requirements. This is
giving the customers more freedom regarding the (supply chain) service level they want and is
resulting in increased complexity and costs for the company. This since the cost structure is partially
dependent on certain customer specific parameters. Based on this problem, the research question
was defined and is stated as follows:
What is the effect of customers’ differing (order) behavior and requirements on supply chain
efficiency and costs?
A focus on individual customers in order to create value is originated from the marketing discipline.
Nonetheless, logistics is being recognized to serve more and more as an essential feature in the
creation of (customer) value, which comes in the form of logistics customer service. Logistics customer
service recognizes that every individual customer has different wishes and demands and therefore a
different perception regarding logistics customer service elements. In order to understand what the
influence of customers is on the supply chain, it is not only important to understand the customers
characteristics, but also to understand the set-up of the company regarding their activities, costs and
efficiency. A cost-to-serve model is used to understand the costs and efficiency related to customers’
behavior and requirements. Figure 1 below shows the path that has been followed in this research to
identify the effect customers have on the supply chain costs and efficiency for the case study company.

Figure 1 - Framework effect customers on supply chain

The first step of this framework is the analysis of the company’s customers, with a distinction between
the customers’ general characteristics, their logistics requirements and their ordering behavior. The
data for the year 2019 and from the Benelux business unit was chosen for this research, especially
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because the market maturity in the Netherlands and Belgium are quite different and together form a
good representation towards the other business units globally. The customers are mostly
intermediaries like retailers, wholesalers, hospitals, pharmacies and e-commerce companies and the
customer analyses show that every customer is a unique attribute to the firm. For the case study
company the customers are distinguished in four different business units based on country and
product portfolio, represented by different types of customers. The analyses show that in Belgium
there are more and smaller orders to multiple customers, whereas in the Netherlands the orders are
bigger, more frequent and more diverse to only a few different locations.
The next step in the research and based on the framework is the development of the cost-to-serve
model, starting with the definition of the supply chain activities including their cost structures. The
four supply chain activities that are taken into account in the research are order processing,
warehousing, transportation and customer service. Solely based on the cost structures of the
activities, a flow chart has been developed to understand the entire order cycle, from the moment
the customer places the order until the order is being delivered to the customer. The flow chart is
structured based on decisions/actions that require different costs, making it easy to identify
customers’ influencing factors on the costs based on order behavior and logistics requirements. The
cost-to-serve model, however, is still necessary to understand the actual costs of the individual
customers and to simulate the effect of changing the order behavior and requirements cost drivers.
The cost-to-serve model is developed in excel and is based on SAP data, since this is easy accessible
and available for all business units in the company. The data include customer, material and order
information on an order line level in order to calculate the costs on an individual customer level and
to fully understand what activities and behavior are responsible for the costs to occur. All the
information is linked together and linked to the cost rates in order to create a unified model to make
centralized decisions over the four activities of order processing, warehousing, transportation and
customer service.
The third step in the framework is the analysis of the results of the cost-to-serve calculations. The
results of the cost-to-serve model validate that every customer is unique also in terms of costs.
Customers that order a similar amount of cases can have significant different costs and vice versa.
Furthermore, the model validates that an analysis solely on customer information is not enough to
get a good picture of the situation. For example it shows that even though the sales for the advanced
medical nutrition portfolio in Belgium (AMN BE) is the lowest, the costs are second highest as can be
seen in figure 2 below.

Figure 2 - % of CAF, costs, orders and cases
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The last step in the framework is to actually understand the effect of changing the customers’ order
behavior and requirements cost drivers, developed based on the cost structure, flow chart and the
results of the cost-to-serve model. This including what optimization opportunity or service policy is
most effective for the individual customers along with their savings potential. The original 2019 data
have been adjusted based on the cost drivers and the new data have been inserted in the model to
create what if situations. This to be able to see the difference in costs and efficiency when changing
these customers’ order behavior and requirement factors. In total nine what if situations are analyzed:
(1) order frequency reduction, (2) consolidating orders of common customers of the two portfolios,
(3) restacking requirement, (4) pallet per SKU requirements, (5) ordering per full pallet, (6)
emergency/express orders, (7) ordering per full layer, (8) EDI orders and (9) locked premises
requirement. All what if situations show savings potential and are here ordered from biggest total
savings potential to the least. However the order of biggest savings potential per individual customer
might differ. Based on which what if situation has the highest savings potential per individual
customer, recommendations are given on what service policy to implement and discuss with that
customer. Table 1 below shows the percentage of individual customers that have the biggest savings
potential for that what if situation including the recommended service policy. Nonetheless, not all
service policies that are beneficial for the case company are also beneficial for the customers.
Therefore, it is important to take into account customer value and understand what the value margins
of the savings are, for example to offer a product discount in return of changing the service policy for
the customer to maintain similar customer value. The value margins of the savings are calculated in
the cost-to-serve model by comparing the costs of the what if situation with the original results.
Table 1 - Service policies and individual customer percentages

What if situation

Service policy

AMN NL

AMN BE

ELN NL

ELN BE

Order frequency reduction
Common customers

91%
3%

89%
10%

39%
13%

50%
37%

Restacking

Fixed number of orders per week
Ordering ELN and AMN on the same day for the
same delivery day
Re-evaluating the necessity of restacking

-

-

16%

-

Pallet per SKU
Ordering per full pallet
Emergency/Express orders
Ordering per full layer

Propose sandwich pallets
Setting minimum order quantities (MOQs)
Setting fixed number of emergency orders per year
Setting minimum order quantities (MOQs)

6%
0%
-

1%
0%
-

12%
8%
0%

1%
3%
7%

EDI orders

Installing EDI

0%

-

12%

-

Locked premises

Re-evaluating the necessity of a locked premise

-

-

-

2%

Based on the customer analyses, the development of the model and the results of the cost-to-serve
model it has been proven that the customers’ order behavior and requirements have a significant
effect on the supply chain costs and efficiency. However, the cost and efficiency drivers of the
customers will differ per company and will depend on the company’s activities and cost structures.
Furthermore, the research has led to the following recommendations to the company: (1) collect more
detailed information on customer value and customer logistics requirements, (2) initiate improvement
projects based on the results of the cost-to-serve analysis, (3) expand the work done also for other
business units in the company and (4) expand the use of the model to also more logistical purposes
instead of only for customer service purposes.
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Chapter 1 - Introduction
This study is the result of the author’s graduation project conducted as part of the Master Program
Operations Management & Logistics at Eindhoven University of Technology. The research was
conducted at a multinational food company with a focus on two separate business areas of Early Life
Nutrition (ELN) and Advanced Medical Nutrition (AMN). At the moment, the company is in a transition
phase of combining the two businesses into one central business for their nutrition portfolio. For
confidentiality reasons the name of the company will not be mentioned in the report.
This project concerns the understanding of the influence that customers have on the supply chain and
more specifically, the supply chain costs and efficiency. The acknowledgement that value for
companies is generated from customers has shifted the focus of supply chains to a more customized
and agile approach (Christopher & Towill, 2000). However, companies should try to balance their value
and operating costs, while also maintaining customer value (Russo and Confente, 2017). With a
detailed costing tool that focuses on individual customers’ costs, the influence of customers on the
supply chain activities is investigated.
The first chapter represents an introduction to the remainder of the report and consists of the
following elements: problem indication, problem statement and research questions, research design
and at last the scope of the research.

1.1 Problem indication
The economic globalization and digital revolution puts pressures on organizations operational and
strategic management. Organizations have to go beyond ‘just’ creating products of quality at low costs
within a specific timeframe (Sarkis, et al., 2010). Furthermore, with the rising competition, companies
have to take customer loyalty more into account. As a result, the supply chains are mitigating more to
customized and agile instead of the functional and lean supply chains as they once were (Christopher
& Towill, 2000). Meaning that supply chain activities like manufacturing and logistics are more and
more tailored to the wishes and demands of the customers. Customers can request personalized
products, special delivery terms and much more, most of the time without much objections from the
company. Since, the supply chain philosophy is now mainly customer driven (Christopher & Towill,
2000), the customers are taking more control in the overall supply chain design (Ambe, 2009).
At the case study company, currently a part of the supply chain is indeed customer driven. To get an
understanding of who are the customers at the case company, the general/simplified end-to-end
supply chain map of the nutrition portfolio is shown in figure 3. With the only exception of the direct
home shipments (e.g. nursing homes), the customers of the case study company are not the end
consumers. However, they are intermediaries like retailers, wholesalers, hospitals, pharmacies and ecommerce companies.
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Figure 3 - The general supply chain process of the case company

At the case study company, the customers only have a few limits regarding their ordering behavior
and requirements and therefore have a lot of freedom regarding the (supply chain) service level they
want. Possible limits in the (supply chain) service level could be amongst others, minimum order
quantities, strict number of delivery days, flexibility in delivery timeslots and policies regarding the
number of orders per week. Having no (supply chain) service level restrictions for the different
customers increases the complexities and costs for the company. Cost can increase because the cost
structure of the company is specified towards the activities done. For example warehouse providers
charge extra administration costs per order and having no limits on the number of orders per week
can therefore lead to higher costs, because of more orders being placed by the customers.
To be able to cope with these increasing pressures and changes, a strategy should be implemented
that fits the company. However, an agile and customer centric supply chain strategy might not fit all
companies. Additionally, a strategy focusing on “all things to all people” sounds like an ideal plan, but
it will increase supply chain complexities again and will not give your company the competitive
advantage that it needs (Ambe, 2009). A method that can be used to differentiate companies in order
to pick the right strategy is with the framework of Lee (2002). It differentiates companies regarding
their products’ supply and demand uncertainties (see figure 4).

Figure 4 - Supply Chain Strategies (Lee, 2002)

If a company has both low supply and demand uncertainties, which is the case for most food
companies like the case study company, the best strategy is to create an “efficient supply chain” (the
upper left box in the framework). This strategy is focused on improving supply chain efficiency to
create the lowest possible cost of providing the product to the customers (Lee, 2002).
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It is therefore important to understand the current situation of the company regarding the customers
and the supply chain activities. Additionally, what is considered as supply chain efficiency and what
costs are related to customers. With that an analysis should be done to identify if and what
optimization possibilities are doable regarding the change of customers’ behavior to increase the
supply chain efficiency and reduce the current costs. This will therefore be the main goal of the
research. A conceptual model of the research is visualized in figure 5.

Figure 5 - Conceptual model

After the analysis of the current customer information and supply chain activities, it is key to approach
the efficient supply chain strategy in a good manner. In literature, a cost leadership approach is
advised to guide companies with an efficient supply chain strategy towards reaching the competitive
advantage they need to survive (Ambe, 2009). This again fits with the strong targets the case company
has globally set this year regarding cost reductions. The attributes of a cost leadership approach are
amongst others standardization, reduced service and cost accounting skills (Ambe, 2009). With the
quotes in literature on customer-driven supply chains (Christopher & Towill, 2000), this
standardization and reduced service might sound contradictory, because policies for serving
customers are rarely similar (Freeman et al., 2000).
With all that in mind, the opposite approach of Porter’s generic competitive strategies sounds more
reasonable, namely differentiation (Tanwar, 2013). However, this again questions whether the
segmentation framework of companies developed by Lee (2002) is taking everything into account.
Because even though the products might be functional (and standardized), for the (supply chain)
service level strategies it might be necessary to be more differentiated.
According to Kaplan (1998), there is a way to combine the cost leadership and differentiation
approach. One of the attributes of the cost leadership approach is cost accounting skills (Ambe, 2009).
Currently, cost accounting can be done in multiple ways by using different methods, like standard cost
accounting, environmental cost accounting, material flow cost accounting and many more (Fry, 1992;
Epstein, 1996; Christ & Burritt, 2015). With the supply chains being more and more customer driven
or at least highly dependent on the customers wishes and demands, it would be interesting to analyze
the costs from a customer perspective. One interesting accounting tool that could be used for this
particular situation is “cost-to-serve”. It is an ideal tool to record customer-specific spend and to
identify the actions required to establish profitable relationships with every customer (Freeman,
2000). In this way both cost leadership and differentiation can be partially combined by understanding
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customer profitability as a function of the cost-to-serve analysis (Kaplan, 1998). With the goal of an
“efficient supply chain” strategy being ‘to create the lowest possible cost of providing the product to
the customers’ (Lee, 2002), it does not mean that there is only one approach to serve all customers to
get to this lowest possible costs. It might be different per customer account, due to the customers’
behavior and requirements. The cost-to-serve model will therefore be used as a tool to identify the
relationship between the customers’ orders and the costs on different levels.
Within the discipline of marketing, thorough analysis of the businesses’ customers and with that
targeting specific customers to increase profits has shown to be a successful approach (Niraj et al.,
2001). Allocating supply chain activities and costs to the customer’s account might give useful insights
for supply chain decision making as well. Taking it one step further, it might be interesting to see the
opportunities and impact of targeting specific customers regarding their service to increase supply
chain efficiency and reduce costs. Creating a cost-to-serve model for the case study company, will give
more insights in whether this approach of analyzing and targeting customers, is also applicable and
successful for supply chain service level features. Furthermore, the tool can also be used to simulate
possible customer behavior and requirements changes to understand what optimization
opportunities can be implemented to improve the current situation regarding the costs.
With that information, the goal is to eventually come up with specific recommendations regarding
(supply chain) service level policies / strategies, linked to the specific customers’ account, that create
the highest benefit regards to supply chain efficiency and costs. At the moment, account managers
have yearly negotiations and meetings with customers to discuss improvements, prices and services.
However, supply chain services are almost never taken into account in these conversations, even
though negotiations on this topic might possibly result in substantial cost reductions.
To summarize the problem for the case study company, currently, there are not enough insights to
support decision making regarding the introduction of supply chain service policies specified to a
customer’s account. At the moment customers have a lot of freedom to set their own requirements
and order behavior, leading to less visibility in customers’ behavior and requirements and increasing
complexity and costs. With the set-up of a cost-to-serve model and analysis more insights are created
to identify optimization opportunities.

1.2 Problem statement and research questions
Based on the problem indication, the following central research question is defined and will serve as
the main objective for this thesis:
What is the effect of customers’ differing (order) behavior and requirements on supply chain
efficiency and costs?
To be able to solve the central question of this thesis, the problem statement is split into smaller
research questions. The research questions again are divided into two parts. The first part, containing
of research questions 1 to 3, focuses on the current situation and cost analysis, while the second part,
containing research questions 4 and 5, focuses on what changes can be executed to reduce costs and
increase supply chain efficiency.
Research question one and two are proposed to get more insights in the current situation at the case
company. The first question focuses on the understanding of the current customers containing their
order behavior, requirements and sales information, while the second focuses on the identification of
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all the activities and costs involved to be able to serve these customers. With the identification and
explanation of the activities, supply chain efficiency is taken into account. The second research
question includes also a first informational model to show the connections between the different
activities, costs and customer information and shows a first indication of how this can be influenced.
1. What are the current customer profiles?
What are the general characteristics of the current customers of the case company?
• What are the current customer requirements / restrictions?
• How different is the customer’s order behavior?
•

2. What are the current activities and costs to be able to serve the customers?
• How is the current cost analysis done?
• What are the activities and costs involved to serve the customers?
• How are all the attributes (activities and costs) connected with customers as the linking factor?
With the results of the first two research questions, a general quantitative model is composed to
calculate the costs per customer account. The model is developed for the case company, as this
research is based on a case study. The data that is used, is the data of 2019 for the nutrition portfolio
in the Benelux. The model is constructed in a way that it is scalable within/for the company. This
involves that it is easy to understand for new users; that it can be used for different time periods; that
it is reusable with new data; that it can be easily adjusted in case of changes in costs; that it is relatively
easy to adapt for other regions inside the case company.
3. How is the cost-to-serve model set-up for the case company?
What will the quantitative model look like for the Benelux?
• How can it be regenerated for different business units?
•

After the set-up and results of research question three, the second part of this research commences.
In research question four, an analysis is done to understand the differences in costs between the
customers, including a verification of what factors are responsible for these differences. It is taken
into account whether these factors can be influenced by changing customers’ (order) behavior and
requirements.
4. What is the cost-to-serve per customer and what are the biggest influencing factors?
• What are the results and general analysis of the cost-to-serve calculations?
• Can the most influential factors/parameters in order behavior and customer requirements
that are defined in research question two be verified based on the results of the cost-toserve analysis?
• How will it affect supply chain efficiency, costs and the other customer’s inputs?
Based on the analysis of research question four, the next research question identifies what changes
in customer behavior and requirements could lead to optimization opportunities to improve supply
chain efficiency and costs. This is done by implementing the changes of the biggest influencing factors
in the cost-to-serve model to see the effect.
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5. What is the effect of changing the biggest influencing factors?
• What are the results of the what if situations in the cost-to-serve model by changing some of
the influential factors/parameters in the data?
After all the research questions are answered, the problem statement is solved and recommendations
and limitations will be given towards the company and future research.

1.3 Research Design
To be able to conduct scientific research, it is important to work according to a research design that
suits the problem. Multiple methods are available to conduct scientific research. As this research is in
the form of a case study, it is useful to find a framework that fits both the purpose of scientific research
and problem solving in the environment of a company. Therefore, for this study, the DMAIC method
is used. DMAIC is a method within SixSigma that is mostly used as a framework for problem solving
(De Mast & Lokkerbol, 2012). The framework is shown in figure 6 below.
Define

Control

Improve

Measure

Analyze

Figure 6 - The DMAIC framework

Based on literature, De Koning & De Mast (2006) created a descriptive reconstruction of the DMAIC
phases, steps and tools. This reconstructed description has been used to set-up the design of this
research.
The first step of DMAIC is “Define”. This step includes the problem selection and benefit analysis. With
the research proposal, the first step of DMAIC is covered. The second step, “Measure”, is according to
De Koning & De Mast (2006), the step in which the problem is translated in a measurable form, so the
current situation can be analyzed and new objectives can be defined. This second step of measuring
is executed in the first part of this research and is described in section 1.2, consisting of the first three
research questions. The questions focus on the identification of the factors necessary to measure the
current situation. This by focusing on the current customers, activities and cost analysis, to eventually
come up with a general cost-to-serve model to calculate the current costs on a customer level. The
third step in the DMAIC method is “Analyze”, which consists of the identification of the influencing
factors that potentially causes the current situation to change. This third step matches the fourth
research question of this report, which is stated in section 1.2. Analyses of the results of the cost-toserve calculations are conducted, where the most influencing factors are determined. The fourth and
following step in the framework is “Improve”. This step is included to improve the current situation
by designing and implementing adjustments to the current way of working. In research question five
simulations are set-up to see the effect of changing the influencing factors determined in research
question four. The last step in the DMAIC framework is “Control”, which means, trying to find a way
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to keep the improvements sustainable (De Koning & De Mast, 2006). This last step matches the final
part of the research, in which the conclusions, limitations and recommendations are given towards
the company and future research on the results of the study.

1.4 Scope of the research
To be able to define the scope of this thesis, research boundaries have been identified.
In the beginning of this chapter it has already been specified that the case study is focused on the
nutrition portfolio of the case company. Moreover, a customer and cost-to-serve analysis for all of the
company’s customers worldwide is not realistic. Not only because of the huge amount of customers,
which results in too much data to handle, but also because every business unit has additional and
different local activities, partners and ways of working.
To be able to see the effect and results of a customer and cost-to-serve analysis, it has been decided
to set up a pilot for one central business unit (CBU) first. The CBU of the Benelux is chosen to launch
this pilot. Firstly, because the Benelux CBU exists of two different types of markets, especially for the
Advanced Medical Nutrition business. In the Netherlands, the market is quite mature, with big
wholesalers and retailers as the customers, whilst in Belgium, the customer channels are quite diverse,
from big wholesalers to smaller care homes. The supply chain activities for both the Netherlands and
Belgium are therefore quite diverse and together they form a good representation towards the other
CBU’s globally. Taking into account the differences of the two markets into one cost-to-serve model
increases the ease of scalability. The second reason for choosing the Benelux CBU for the pilot, is the
availability and accuracy of data. Lastly, due to the location of the Benelux CBU, it is easier to get into
contact and connect with all the involved stakeholders. For that reason, a pilot is started to create a
cost-to-serve model, with the 2019 data of the Benelux as a baseline.
Furthermore, there is a limitation on the factors involved in customers’ (order) behavior and
requirements and on the activities and costs involved in the cost calculations. In research question
one (chapter three), an analysis is done on the current customers’ profiles, while in question two all
the detailed activities and costs involved in the cost-to-serve model are described (chapter four).
Additionally, it is explained how these two parts are connected. Therefore, it is further explained in
these two chapters what factors will be in the scope of this research. Something that has already been
decided based on literature (chapter two), is that the focus will be on the activities regarding
warehousing, transportation, order processing and customer service from the point that the finished
goods are available. However, the detailed activities and costs that are included within these four
sectors will be discussed further in chapter four.
The last boundary that is set regarding the scope of this research is that within research question five,
no real customer changes are implemented. Instead, changes of customer behavior are simulated, to
identify what would be the potential effect of changing these factors on supply chain efficiency and
costs. With these simulations and optimizations of customer behavior, recommendations can be given
on what policies are best to implement and negotiate with what customers.
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Chapter 2 – Literature review
The second chapter of this report represents a literature perspective on the problem indication and
conceptual model. The chapter indicates why the focus on customers is interesting with regards to
the supply chain activities, costs and efficiency. Furthermore, it explains the variables and the
relationships in the conceptual model and how to best approach the problem statement from a
literature perspective.
In the problem indication it has been mentioned that supply chains are mitigating more to customized
and agile instead of the functional and lean supply chains as they once were (Christopher & Towill,
2000). Meaning that the customers are taking more control in the overall supply chain design (Ambe,
2009). Companies struggle to find a way to both serve their customers at best and create maximum
value for themselves (Russo and Confente, 2017). Figure 7 shows the framework of Russo and
Confente (2017), set up to gain understanding of the so-called “sweet spot”, meaning that companies
have to find the right balance between customer service, operating costs and inventory management.
In this research the focus will only be on finding the right balance between keeping the customer
satisfied and minimizing the operating costs, due to the exclusion of inventory management in the
order cycle of the case study company. This will be further explained in section 2.3. Due to the focus
on customers in supply chains nowadays, an imbalance is created towards the customer perspective.
To be able to restore this balance, the conceptual model is created (section 1.2) and a case study is
done to understand the effect of customers on the supply chain design.

Figure 7 - Integration framework (Russo & Confente, 2017)

2.1 Connection to marketing
Ultimately, the value of the firm is provided by its customers (Kumar & Reinartz, 2016). This idea to
focus on customers when it comes to creating value for the company is originated from the marketing
discipline. Within the discipline of marketing, thorough analysis of the businesses’ customers and with
that, targeting specific customers to increase profits, has already shown to be a successful approach
(Niraj et al., 2001). The discipline of marketing has transferred into having micro-level marketing
programs that focus more on the individual customer instead of having standardized mass marketing
programs (Mulhern, 1999). However, just focusing on customer information is not enough. With the
inclusion of cost parameters in customer analysis, it is proven that just concentrating on customer
revenue as a driver of profitability could be inaccurate (Niraj et al., 2001). Therefore, a lot of
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researchers and companies have included cost parameters in their customer analysis models
(Mulhern, 1999; Van Raaij et al., 2003. Van Raaij, 2005; Radulescu & Cetina, 2012; Terziev et al., 2017).
More specifically, the most mentioned customer analysis models are customer profitability analysis
(CPA) and customer lifetime value (CLV). The benefits of these customer analysis models are the better
allocation of resources, better decision making concerning marketing aspects and strategies and,
increasing company performance (Mulhern, 1999; Van Raaij et al., 2003. Van Raaij, 2005; Radulescu
& Cetina, 2012; Terziev et al., 2017). However, in the article of Terziev et al. (2017) an interesting
benefit is mentioned that shows that creating a customer profitability analysis (CPA) is not only useful
in the context of marketing, but also for logistics. The article indicates that CPA could help develop
different strategies for customers who are responsible for high logistics costs. For CPA all costs
associated to a specific customer should be taken into account when focusing on real profitability.
However, activities and costs outside of direct marketing are hardly ever mentioned. An exception is
Niraj et al. (2001), who have developed a general customer profitability model based on customer
characteristics in the context of supply chain management. They state that costs in operations and
logistics are just as relevant as costs in marketing, if not more (Niraj et al., 2001). Besides CPA, also
customer lifetime value (CLV) is an interesting method used in marketing to calculate the customers’
value. CLV is however, compared to CPA, a forward looking concept that takes into account not only
the current customer value, but also the variability of the individual customers’ behavior in the future.
Again customer specific costs are needed to understand and calculate a customers’ lifetime value,
which also includes the operational costs. Therefore, both CPA an CLV are creating a bridge between
the marketing and supply chain disciplines by showing the importance of supply chain costs in two
well-known marketing concepts.
Furthermore, not only the link with marketing and logistics is mentioned in literature through CPA and
CLV, but also through the rise of attention towards customer service. It is being recognized that
logistics is more and more an essential feature in the creation of customer value, due to this increased
attention towards customer service (Langley & Holcomb, 1992). So both the discipline of logistics and
marketing are being recognized as a factor to increase competitive advantage (Brkljač et al., 2013).
While marketing is originally oriented towards customers and tends to increase their value, logistics
and supply chain are not (Brkljač et al., 2013). A definition of customer service recognized by the
council of Logistics Management, which shows the link to the supply chain discipline is: “Customer
service is a process for providing significant value-added benefits to the supply chain in a cost effective
way” (Langley & Holcomb, 1992, p. 11). Customer service represents the connection between the
marketing and logistics area (Langley & Holcomb, 1992). Figure 8 shows visually this relationship
between logistics and marketing. Customer service is shown as the “place” factor, which is one of the
4ps’ in the traditional marketing mix (Leuschner et al., 2013).
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Figure 8 - Connection between marketing and logistics (Langley & Holcomb, 1992)

2.2 Customers and logistics customer service
Collins et al. (2001) divide customer service in two directions that are both needed to meet the
expectation of the customer. At first there is marketing customer service and secondly there is logistics
customer service. In this research the focus is on logistics customer service. Van der Veeken and
Rutten (1998) define logistics customer service as: “The process of delivering products and/or services
to customers, in a way that it creates added value to customers” (p. 91-92). Depending on the
customer’s wishes and demands, the degree of importance towards any of the elements included in
logistics customer service differs (Parasuraman, 1998; Collins et al., 2001). Furthermore, it is important
to understand that no one customer is the same with regards to their logistics requirements
(Christopher, 2016).
The first step in recognizing the right customer service is to analyze the company’s customers, which
is the first variable in the conceptual model. To do this, Van der Veeken and Rutten (1998) distinguish
two methods to analyze customer characteristics in order to determine the right customer logistics
service level, besides analyzing general customer characteristics. The first is collecting and analyzing
the customer’s logistics service requirements, which is a direct, but time-consuming method.
Examples of logistics service requirements are pallet restrictions and delivery day(s) and timeslots. An
indirect and second method is analyzing the actual customer order behavior. Order behavior can exist
of many different variables like customer name, ordering date and time, shipping date, sales type,
number of products, amount of products and delivery address(es) (Lau, 2012). However, what exactly
should be collected and analyzed regarding customer information is dependent on multiple factors. It
is for example dependent on the information availability of the case company and other stakeholders
and based on the activities involved in the study, which is the second variable of the conceptual model.
Furthermore, as mentioned in section 2.1, customer analysis alone is not enough to be successful.
Including cost parameters on a customer level is needed to create the benefits that the company is
aiming for. In the next section the supply chain activities and the most appropriate costing model in
this case will be discussed.

2.3 Supply chain activities and costing models
Taking into account customer information in costing methods is useful, since cost are most of the time
more dependent on the behavior of customers than based on the provider (Guerreiro et al., 2008).
This since the provider/company is creating the value for/according to the wishes and demands of
their customers. However, traditional costing methods are not very useful in the case of identifying
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logistics customer service. They can even be deceptive and leading to the wrong costing decisions
(Christopher, 2016). The reason for that is that traditional costing methods are focused on products
instead of being focused towards customers (Christopher, 2016). Moreover, Pohlen and La Londe
(1994) state that traditional methods assign costs based on volume and value drivers in a proportional
way, instead of based on actual detailed costs needed in the case of logistics customer service.
A costing method that is extensive enough for a customer analysis is a cost-to-serve model. It is an
ideal tool to record customer-specific expenditures and to identify the actions required to establish
profitable relationships with every customer (Freeman, 2000). Furthermore, having clear insights in
the costs per customer and product can help managers during negotiations with the other members
of the supply chain (including customers) to sustain and create profitable partnerships (Pettersson &
Segerstedt, 2013).
The set-up of a cost-to-serve model can be done in different ways and they will differ per company.
However, after the analysis of the company’s customers, the next step is the set-up of a cost structure.
One well-explained general cost structure is developed by Van der Veeken and Rutten (1998). Their
set-up consists of four steps, (1) define activities, (2) define cost categories, (3) define cost parameters
and (4) determine tariffs. This four step framework is a good framework to be used to describe and
set up the cost structure for any company that wants to develop a cost-to-serve model.
The first step of the cost structure set-up is the definition of activities, which represents the second
variable in the conceptual model and represent the activities necessary for logistics customer service.
According to Collins et al. (2001), the activities necessary for logistics customer service are limited to
those that occur during the individual order cycle, starting with order placement until the order is
completely and correctly delivered. These activities are customer service, inventory management,
warehousing, transportation and order processing and represent the relationship between the
customers and the supply chain activities. All of these mentioned activities will be the focus of this
research, except for inventory management. The reason why inventory management is not taken into
account, is due to the position of the customer order decoupling point (CODP) for the case study
company in this research. The CODP is defined by Olhager (2010) as “… the point in the value chain
for a product, where the product is linked to a specific customer order” (p. 1). Since the study is
focusing on the individual order cycle regarding the activities, it is good to understand the position of
the CODP for the company. This way it will become clear whether the inventory is directly related to
the customers’ order and should be taken into account in this research. The CODP can have four
positions, (1) make-to-stock, (2) assemble-to-order, (3) make-to-order and (4) engineer-to-order.
Figure 9 shows their position based on the degree to which the material flow is determined by
forecasts or by customer orders (Olhager, 2010). In this case the company stocks their goods
completely based on forecast, which means that the CODP is positioned as make-to-stock. This
provides the result that the inventory management activity falls outside of the individual order cycle
and therefore will not be taken into account in this study.
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Figure 9 - Customer order decoupling points (Olhager, 2010)

In step two of the framework specific cost categories will be defined. Since the research is looking to
find the effect of customers on the supply chain, the costs categories that are related to the customers
are taken into account. Christopher (2016) uses the “avoidable cost principle”, when it comes to
identifying what costs should be included in the costing model. The principle assigns costs to a specific
customer, only if the cost will disappear if the customer would not be served anymore. To continue,
the third step in the framework is the definition of the cost parameters. Van der Veeken and Rutten
(1998), specify the cost parameters to be those order characteristics that influence the activity level a
customer causes in the supply chain. In this case the focus will not only be on the order characteristics,
but also on the customer requirements that have an influence on the supply chain activities. The last
step in the framework is the determination of the tariffs. For each parameter a tariff needs to be
determined. Finally, linking the developed cost structure to the data will result in a cost-to-serve
model that can show the costs on a customer level, showing the relationship to the third variable of
supply chain costs.

2.4 Optimization opportunities and supply chain efficiency
Similar to the analysis in the marketing discipline, a cost-to-serve model should go beyond analyzing
whether customer’s costs are high or low compared to others or compared to their sales. It should be
extended by analyzing which policy to adopt per customer to increase efficiency and reduce costs
(Guerreiro et al., 2008). A cost-to-serve model is an ideal tool to identify the cost drivers (Ross et al.,
2007; Guerreiro et al., 2008) and will therefore help with measuring, selecting and establishing the
right relationship policy to serve the customers (Guerreiro et al., 2008). Therefore, it is important that
the developed costing tool can also be used to simulate changes to optimize the current situation
regarding costs and can be used pro-actively. This additional feature of the costing tool can help to
establish the relationship between supply chain activities and supply chain efficiency, which is the last
variable in the conceptual model, in identifying the cost drivers and optimization opportunities. One
of the optimization opportunities can also be reduction of costs, showing the relationship between
supply chain efficiency and supply chain costs.
However, no one single performance indicator should be used to effectively measure the supply
chain’s performance (Chow et al., 1994). Focusing just on supply chain cost minimization or profit
maximization is not enough to fully understand the performance of the supply chain (Liang et al.,
2006). The supply chain consists of multiple units that all contribute to the company’s performance in
a different way. However, what is considered as efficient for one unit, might not be efficient for
another unit. Therefore, it is important to take into account the combined resources and different
perspectives of all the supply chain units including different efficiency indicators and the costs and
revenue generated by the customers, to be able to create the best possible performance for the entire
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chain and customers (Langley & Holcomb, 1992; Liang et al., 2006). Furthermore, it is important to
understand the interaction of the cost drivers, activities, service levels and performance indicators to
be able to make the right decisions regarding optimization opportunities. Therefore, evaluation of
decisions need to be based on the entire process instead of making localized decisions (Langley &
Holcomb, 1992; Liang et al., 2006). A costing tool that shows the interaction between the costs and
activities is therefore preferred over a costing method that shows individual cost accounts per activity
or category.

2.5 Case study framework
Based on the information from the previous sections of this chapter a framework containing four main
steps is developed in order to understand the effect of customers on a company’s supply chain
activities, costs and efficiency in a specific case study context. Figure 10 visualizes the steps in the
framework.

Figure 10 - Framework effect customers on supply chain
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Chapter 3 – Customer profiles
The third chapter of this study is related to the customer profiles of the case study company. In section
1.4 of this report, it has already been mentioned that the scope of this report is the nutrition portfolio
of the company. Only the customers that have ordered products in this portfolio in 2019 are taken
into account. The nutrition portfolio has been split up in two divisions, Early life nutrition (ELN) and
Advanced Medical Nutrition (AMN). Since most activities are still separately done for the two divisions,
we will distinguish the customers as well. In the future, the goal of the company is to fully treat it as
one division. Furthermore, the scope of the research is on the Benelux CBU of the company. Since the
Netherlands and Belgium are quite different in market maturity and are being handled by different
employees in separate offices, they will be handled separately. Luxembourg is being handled by the
Belgian business unit and only represents a small amount of their customers. Therefore, when talking
about Belgium in this report, also Luxembourg customers are taken into account.

3.1 Customer characteristics
In the case study of this research, the company is mostly situated in a Business-to-Business (B2B)
context. In figure 11 a simplified end-to-end supply chain map of the case study company is shown to
get a first understanding of the flows and customers served.

Figure 11 - The general supply chain process of the case company

The company’s customers are mostly intermediaries like, wholesalers, retailers and e-commerce
companies. Besides that they also serve hospitals, pharmacies and direct home deliveries (e.g. nursing
homes). Intermediaries play an important role in the value chain as independent representatives of
the manufacturing company. They stock different goods from multiple manufacturing companies to
be able to serve their customers in a more efficient way, with sometimes additional value-added
services (Lau, 2012). However, also between these intermediaries differences exist and different
actors play a role in the design of their specific supply chain. Furthermore, two other types of
customers of the company are hospitals and pharmacies. These customers are specifically focused on
the health care industry, which comes with different values of what is considered important. At last,
there are direct home deliveries, which is the exception regarding the B2B situation of the case study
company analyzed in this research. Direct home deliveries come closer to a business-to-consumer
(B2C) context, since the customers are nursing homes, who directly order for their patients. The supply
chain design in a B2C context is different than from the other intermediaries of the company. More
frequent and smaller shipments are in place and typically delivery is more complex due to strict
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timeslots, inner city locations and different transportation vehicles (Crainic, 2008; Ehmke & Mattfeld,
2012).
The four customer groups that will be discussed are ELN BE, ELN NL, AMN BE and AMN NL. The biggest
difference regarding the general information of the customers is that Belgium has significantly more
customers for both the ELN and AMN portfolio (figures 12 and 13).
# Customers ELN

3%

# Customers AMN

24%
76%
BE

97%

NL

BE

Figure 12 - Customers ELN

NL

Figure 13 - Customers AMN

The explanation for this is related to the maturity of the market in the Netherlands relative to the
Belgian market. It is related to the types of customers, as just explained in the previous paragraph of
this section. The company describes this customer type as the channel. The distribution of the
customers over the channels for the four CBUs is shown in table 2 until 5.
Table 2 - Channel distribution AMN BE

Channel AMN BE

Table 3 - Channel distribution ELN BE

% customers

Export

Channel ELN BE

% Customers

0,1%

NHS Hospital

58%

NHS Hospital

30,7%

Nursing Home

2%

Nursing Home

61,3%

Retail

10%

Patient private ins.

0.5%

Sales rep.

10%

Sales Rep.

1.2%

Wholesale

17%

Wholesale

5.7%

Others

Others

0.5%

Table 4 - Channel distribution AMN NL

Channel AMN NL
#

4%

Table 5 - Channel distribution ELN NL

% customers
24%

Channel ELN NL

% Customers

Drug

5%

Direct FB

9%

Online

6%

Direct FG

45%

Pharma

17%

Direct GVB

21%

Retail

57%

Wholesaler
Others
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6%
10%

Since the terms used to distinguish the channels is not similarly done for the Netherlands and Belgium,
the input of employees/stakeholders and other customer level data has been taken into account. Only
for the AMN NL CBU, the channels are not as clearly distinguished as the other CBUs. Therefore,
another customer level indicator is checked to see the types of customers, which shows in this case
the overarching organizations that represent the customers’ locations that the company is shipping
goods to. With this information, it can be concluded that the reason that the Belgian CBU has more
customers is because their customers includes hospitals, nursing homes and pharmacies, whereas in
the Netherlands this is not the case, and the customers are mostly wholesalers, retailers and ecommerce companies. Furthermore, the reason why in Belgium AMN has far more customers than
ELN, is because of the big amount of nursing homes, which represent 61% of all the customers for
AMN. For ELN this percentage is only 2%. Moreover, the reason why in the Netherlands, ELN has more
customers than AMN is due to the amount of retailers/supermarkets (57%), whereas this is not the
case for AMN, who does mostly sell to medical wholesalers.
Another fact for the Belgian CBU is that it also includes customers in Luxembourg. However, this is
respectively only 2% (AMN) and 4% (ELN) of their total customers. Moreover, the number of cities to
distribute to is approximately related to the amount of customers (see tables 41 and 42 in Appendix
A). At last and in order to be prepared for the future scenario of combining the ELN and AMN portfolio,
the number of common customers for ELN and AMN are reviewed for both the countries. Table 6
represents the percentage of customers in that CBU that is also a customer for the other CBU in that
country. For example the 17% of AMN BE shows that 17% of the total number of customers of AMN
BE is also a customer for ELN BE.
Table 6 - Customer overlap between ELN and AMN

% overlap customers with other portfolio in country

AMN BE
17%

ELN BE AMN NL
68%
36%

ELN NL
14%

3.2 Logistics service requirements
To be able to understand the wishes and demands of the company’s customers, it could be interesting
to analyze the logistics service requirements per customer. There can be multiple requirements that
could affect the activities involved in this study. Currently, the case company does not capture these
requirements from the customers at one central point or in a unified way. To collect this information
from all the customers a survey can be set up to get a clear understanding of the wishes and demands
regarding their customers’ logistics service requirements. However, this is a time consuming project
and will be out of the scope of this research. To be able to still capture as much information as possible,
there has been chosen to analyze the order behavior and to collect information regarding the logistics
requirements per customers from the warehouse providers, customer service employees and from
the invoices.
To start with the requirements for order processing, in the Netherlands for both ELN and AMN the
order processing employees are working with so called ‘Day lists’. These lists indicate the agreements
with the customers concerning which customers are allowed to order on what days including their
lead times. Furthermore, it indicates whether a customer orders via EDI, per email or completely done
by employees of the company itself. A summary of this information is visualized in figures 14 and 15.
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Figure 14 - % of customers per order arrangement – ELN NL

Figure 15 - % of customers per order arrangement - AMN NL

In Belgium, the way of working regarding order processing is slightly different due to the different
number and types of customers compared to the Netherlands. They do not have agreements with all
their customers regarding fixed order days and lead times. The standard lead time in Belgium is 48
hours, however, there are more exceptions possible regarding this in the Belgium CBU. Furthermore,
there are multiple ways by which the orders are being sent to the company. Not only through EDI,
email or completely done by the company’s employees, but also orders are send by fax, phone and
vendor managed inventory tools. Unfortunately, due to the constantly changing situation and high
number of customers, there is no overview of this information on a customer level.
The next activity in the research is warehousing. This activity is outsourced to different warehouse
providers. For the requirements that are necessary for the warehousing activities, the information has
been collected from these warehouse providers. In total for the nutrition portfolio of the Benelux,
there are three warehouse providers. Two in the Netherlands and one in Belgium. The (simplified)
end-to-end supply chain process map of SN for the Benelux, including their warehouses, is shown in
figure 16.
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Figure 16 - The (simplified) end-to-end supply chain process of Benelux

For the AMN portfolio there is one global warehouse situated in the Netherlands. For the ELN portfolio
there are separate warehouses in Belgium and the Netherlands. Looking at the logistics requirements,
the warehouse for AMN captures them not per customer, but per order. It takes into account whether
there is a strict pallet type necessary for the orders, if there are any height restrictions for the pallets
and whether it is needed to pick the order as sandwich pallets, meaning a pallet in between every
different SKU. The ELN warehouse in the Netherlands works with a standard format with requirements
per ship-to location. These requirements are used for their warehouse system that calculates how the
pallets need to be picked per order and includes amongst others pallet restrictions and additional
picking requirements. The ELN warehouse in Belgium has not provided information on any logistics
requirements. A short summary of the requirements of the other warehouses is shown in figure 17.

Figure 17 - Customer warehousing requirements

The information regarding the delivery requirements for ELN NL is collected from the warehouse
provider, since they are also responsible for the transportation. The information includes the delivery
time slots per day and additional information necessary for the distribution of the orders. For ELN BE,
also the warehouse provider is responsible for the transportation, however no information has been
shared on their delivery requirements. From their invoices one of the delivery requirements per
customer could be reviewed, namely whether the customer has a locked premise. For AMN there are
two transportation companies involved, one for the Netherlands and one for Belgium. For the
necessary information for the Netherlands, information is taken from the tender documents and for
Belgium the invoices have been analyzed to understand if there are any additional costs for
extraordinary activities for the deliveries, however it is not clear exactly what requirements are
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responsible for what activities and costs. A short summary with key points from the delivery
requirements is shown in figure 18.

Figure 18 - Customer delivery requirements

3.3 Customer order behavior
Another interesting way to understand the wishes and demands of the customers is through their
order behavior. In table 43 until 45 in the Appendix B, some general statistics of the customer groups
are shown.

% of CAF

In literature it has been stated that there is a pareto ratio of 20/80 regarding the number of customers
that is responsible for the sales (Christopher, 2016). Meaning only 20% of the customers is responsible
for 80% of the total sales. However, translating this for the case company shown figure 19, the
distribution seems to be more like 10/90. To be precise, the distribution for the total portfolio of the
Benelux states that only 7,3% of the customers is responsible for 90% of the sales (CAF). Separating
this for Belgium and the Netherlands and for the four customer groups, you can see, in figures 72 until
77 in the Appendix C, a similar response. For Belgium the percentage is 12% of the customers that is
responsible for 90% of the sales (more 10/90) and in the Netherlands the percentage is 26.4% of the
customers that is responsible for 80% of the sales (more 20/80).
100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%
0%

7%

15%

22%

30%

37%

44%

52%

59%

67%

74%

81%

89%

96%

% of Customers
Figure 19 – Cumulative % CAF Benelux - Pareto chart Benelux

Furthermore, a surprising result from the general statistics is that AMN BE represents 66% of all the
orders, which sounds reasonable regarding the fact that they also represent 74% of the total amount
of customers. However, regarding the total sales (CAF) and total number of cases ordered, they only
present 10% and 6%. This is visualized in the bar chart in figure 20. The information shows, as also
stated in section 3.1, that the AMN BE portfolio represent a lot of (smaller) customers with smaller
order sizes, resulting in low numbers of sales, but a lot of work, since the order cycle needs to be
activated for every individual order. For example for the order processing activity more work needs to
be done if more orders are present, no matter the order is big or small.
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Distribution (in %) of the number of customers, orders, cases and CAF of
total Benelux portfolio
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%
# customers

# orders
AMN NL

# Cases

AMN BE

ELN NL

CAF

ELN BE

Figure 20 - Order behavior statistics per customer group

Moreover, as can also be seen in the above mentioned bar chart (figure 20), the biggest share of CAF
and number of cases ordered is for ELN NL, representing only 6% of the total customers and 12% of
the total number of orders, with 44% of total CAF and 61% of the total cases ordered. This information
shows the opposite from AMN BE, since it is favorable that only a small percentages of the customers
is representing high numbers of sales. The order sizes are big and the number of orders is relatively
low, which results in less activation of the activities in the individual order cycle. Additionally, both the
number of cases and the CAF are higher in the Netherlands, even though the amount of customers is
lower, showing the maturity of the market in the Netherlands compared to Belgium. Therefore, in
Belgium more relationship management with the customers is needed due to the higher number of
customers, however this does not result in more sales.
Regarding the diversity of the products (see figure 21), for AMN both the Netherlands and Belgium
are approximately the same. For ELN, the number of different SKUs is with 60 units higher in the
Netherlands than in Belgium. Higher number of different SKUs could lead to higher number of sales,
due to more markets covered. However, it should be taken into account that this could also lead to
more stocks and write-offs.

# avg orders per customer

# different SKUs
ELN BE
ELN NL
AMN BE
AMN NL

ELN BE
ELN NL
AMN BE
AMN NL
-

100

200

300

-

400

20

40

60

80

100

Figure 22 - Average orders per customer

Figure 21 -# different SKUs - Product diversity

To continue, the average number of orders, cases and CAF per customer and the average number of
cases, CAF and number of different SKUs per order are shown in table 44 and 45 in the Appendix B.
Looking at the average number of orders per customer in 2019 visualized in figure 22, it shows that
the customers in the Netherlands order on average more times in a year than in Belgium. Figure 23
shows this in more detail, where it visualizes the distribution of customers regarding the amount of
times they order per week on average for the four customer groups. In the Netherlands 64% of the
AMN customers and 57% of the ELN customers order on average more than once a week. Whereas,
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in Belgium this is only 17% and 22% for the AMN and ELN customers. The reason for this could be
related to the type of customers explained in section 3.1, since the customers in the Netherlands are
intermediaries with higher cycle times of the products than in Belgium, where the orders are mostly
directly for the end consumers. Ideal would be to find the optimal balance in (low) order frequency
and (big) order size.
% of customers regarding average order frequency per week
100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%
AMN NL

AMN BE
<=1

1-2

ELN NL
2-3

3-4

4-5

ELN BE

>5

Figure 23 - % of customers regarding average order frequency per week

Even though the customers order more times a year in the Netherlands, the average number of cases
per order and the average CAF per order is still higher in the Netherlands than in Belgium (table 45 in
the Appendix B). AMN BE is significantly lower than the other CBUs regarding the number of cases and
CAF per order. Figures 24 until 31 show scatterplots that indicate the customers regarding their
average number of cases per order against their order frequency in 2019. Every left figure shows the
overall overview per customer group, while the right figure shows a more detailed zoomed in figure.
Moreover, the black lines represent the customers’ averages in that customer group and the different
colors represent the customers’ channels (see table 7). The customers in the downright square of the
graph are in the least favorite position, since their order frequency is high and the average number of
cases per order is low compared to the group’s averages. Their incentive would be to either order
more cases per order, order less times a year or both. The incentive for the customers in the down
left square should be to increase the number of cases per order. All the customers above the
horizontal black line show to be customers that order on average more cases per order than the
average customer number in that customer group. For these customers the initiative should be to find
the optimum in maximizing the number of cases per order, while minimizing the order frequency.
However, it is key to take into account the capacity of the company in handling the cases per order
and order frequency.
Table 7 - Legend channel colors

Dot color
Red

Customer channel
Nursing homes

Yellow
Blue
Purple
Green

Hospitals and Pharmacies
Wholesalers
Retail
Other
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Figure 24 - Average cases per order vs order frequency AMN NL

Figure 25 - Average cases per order vs order frequency AMN NL (detailed)

Figure 26- Average cases per order vs order frequency AMN BE

Figure 27- Average cases per order vs order frequency AMN BE (detailed)

Figure 28- Average cases per order vs order frequency ELN NL

Figure 29- Average cases per order vs order frequency ELN NL (detailed)

Figure 30- Average cases per order vs order frequency ELN BE

Figure 31- Average cases per order vs order frequency ELN BE (detailed)
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Furthermore, in the case of the average number of different SKUs per order, it can be seen that the
number is lower for Belgium than the Netherlands (table 45 in the Appendix B). At last, in the
Netherlands the products are more frequently ordered per full pallet or full layer than in Belgium,
respectively 38% and 51% for AMN and ELN in the Netherlands over 1% and 15% for AMN and ELN in
Belgium (see figure 32). These percentages show the averages per customer regarding the number of
order lines ordered per full pallet or full layer. Figure 33 shows per customer group the distribution of
the number of cases that are ordered per pallet, per layer or per case. For the warehousing activity, it
is more efficient to order per full pallet or full layer than per individual case. Based on that information,
it shows that the warehousing activities are more efficiently for the Netherlands than for Belgium
looking at the total number of cases ordered per full pallet and layer, however ELN BE has also a
significant amount of cases ordered per full pallet (higher than ELN NL).
% cases ordered per pallet, layer or case

% of products ordered per pallet or layer
AMN NL
AMN BE
ELN NL
ELN BE

ELN BE
ELN NL
AMN BE

0%

AMN NL
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

20%
per pallet

40%

60%

per layer

80%

100%

per case

Figure 33 - Number of cases ordered per pallet, layer and case

Figure 32 - Customer average of ordered per pallet or layer

All this information sums up that in Belgium there are more and smaller orders to multiple
locations/customers, whereas in the Netherlands the orders are bigger, more frequent and more
diverse to only few different locations. This is in line with the general information of the customers,
where in Belgium they ship more to nursing homes, hospitals and pharmacies, whereas in the
Netherlands the customers are mostly big (medical) wholesalers and retailers.
The order behavior is now summarized over the customer groups to give an indication of the
company’s customers, however all this information is also known per individual customer. Information
is consolidated and summarized on multiple levels for the individual customers to create a broad
overview of the different customers characteristics and demands. Tables 46 until 49 in the Appendix
D show a summary of some descriptive statistics on the individual customer level.
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Chapter 4 – Current activities and costs
This chapter of the study describes the four activities included in this research, which are order
processing, warehousing, transportation and customer service. Additionally, the efficiency
performance indicators related to these activities and the cost structure to be used in the cost-toserve model is discussed. The chapter starts with the current cost analysis of the company, continues
with the four activities and ends with the connection of the activities to each other and the customers.

4.1 Current cost analysis
The current cost analysis can be split up in two different parts, since not all cost analyses are done in
the same way for the four activities involved in this research. For the first two activities the case study
company is completely dependent on outsourced parties. These activities are warehousing and
transportation. The activities are outsourced to several warehouse providers and transportation
companies. Therefore, they depend on the negotiations made with the companies regarding the cost
structure of these activities. As a result, different cost structures including different levels of detail for
the different business units are present. In section 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 of this chapter, more information
will be given on the warehouse providers and transportation companies, including their cost rates. At
the moment, not all outsourced parties share information on a detailed enough level to understand
the effect of customers on the supply chain. Most of the invoices mention customer level costs,
however the insights are on different levels of detail, which makes it difficult to develop a unified
approach in a cost-to-serve model and analysis. As an example, one of the transport companies does
not use the same order and customer numbers in their invoices as initially provided by the case study
company, which makes it difficult to identify and link the costs per individual customer or order.
Another example is of one of the warehousing companies that provides data in the invoices on an
order level, while the cost structure is more detailed on an order line level. This is making it is difficult
to analyze what order behavior and requirement factors exactly are driving these costs. Therefore, in
the cost-to-serve model of this research the information is on a more deeper level, more specifically
on an order line level.
The other two activities involved in this research are order processing and customer service. Both
activities are done by employees of the case study company and are not outsourced. However, this
results in the cost being seen as overhead in the way of labor costs. No cost analysis is involved on an
individual customer level to distinguish the effect customers have on the activities and costs even
though they are highly dependent on the actions and requirements of the customers.
Another disadvantage of the two ways of cost analyses, meaning based on invoices or based on
overhead labor costs, is that it is re-active. Only after the activities are done, you will be able to review
the costs. Therefore, the costing tool of this research is being set-up in a way that it is not only possible
to review previous costs, but also predict future costs or costs in particular scenarios to fully
understand the effect customers have. To continue, another disadvantage in the current cost analysis
is that all activities are reviewed separately as individual decision-making units. To avoid this in the
future, the developed cost-to-serve model of this research links all the activities together that are
related to customer behavior and requirements. An optimization decision for one decision making
unit might minimize costs for one activity, but it might cause other activities’ costs to rise. Now that
in the new cost-to-serve model all of the relevant activities are linked together and to the customer,
it is more reliable to make cost trade-off decisions.
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4.2 Supply chain activities
In the next section of this report, the supply chain activities will be described including their cost
structure for the cost-to-serve model and some of the efficiency indicators that will be taken into
account in this research.

4.2.1 Order processing
The first supply chain activity involved in this research and in the individual order cycle of the case
study company is order processing. Order processing is an activity done by employees of the company.
With the focus on Benelux for this case study, the order processing activities are split up between the
countries Belgium and the Netherlands. As discussed in the previous chapter, the Belgium CBU is also
responsible for the customers located in Luxembourg. Furthermore, there is a distinction in employees
responsible for the orders in the AMN portfolio and for the orders in the ELN portfolio. However,
currently the company is in a process to integrate the two portfolios into one sales unit, causing the
order processing activities to be merged. Since the order processing activities are fairly similar for the
AMN and ELN portfolio, in this description there will only be a distinction made between the countries.
The amount of work done by the employees is dependent on multiple factors. At first, the amount of
orders that need to be processed every day. As discussed in section 3.1 of this report, in Belgium there
are more customers that need to be served than in the Netherlands, causing also more orders to be
processed every day. In total six employees in Belgium are every day responsible for the processing of
the orders, while in the Netherlands this number is only two. Furthermore, in the Netherlands there
are arrangements with the customers on fixed order days and lead times, which helps with the
distribution of the workload. In Belgium, there are almost no arrangements regarding fixed order days
and almost every customers has the same lead time. In case the shipments need to be delivered
earlier, the customers can request an express delivery, however, this depends on the customer, the
products ordered and on the approval of the warehouse provider.
Another factor that is influencing the work done for order processing is the way the order is being sent
to the company. This can be linked to the type of customers explained in section 3.1 of this report.
Starting with the Netherlands, there are two ways the orders are being received by the company. The
first is through EDI (Electronic data interchange) and the second is through email. The difference
between the two is that with EDI all the information is automatically filled in the company’s system
and the order only needs to be checked, while with email orders all the information needs to be filled
in manually by the company’s employees. Complete manual order processing is not only more timeconsuming, but also more sensitive to errors. Furthermore, regarding email order processing multiple
formats are used by the different customers. Some might use excel files with all information stated in
a structured way, from which the information can be copied and pasted in the company’s system,
while other customers might use PDF files or information in the emails itself in a format where it is
not possible to copy and paste. Therefore, there is no standard time it takes to process an email order,
since it depends on the format and if all the information is complete and accurately stated. In the
Netherlands, they keep track of which companies order through EDI and which companies order by
email.
In Belgium, however, there are more and different ways that the customers send their orders to the
company. Both EDI and email orders are again used by some of the customers, however also orders
are send through fax or phone and two of the customers in Belgium require vendor managed
inventory (VMI). VMI means that not the customers place the order at the company, but that the
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company decides what and how much is being ordered, based on negotiated minimum and maximum
stock levels. Unfortunately, there is no list or overview of what customers are ordering in what way.
In the cost model only the costs will be taken into account that are caused by the individual customers.
In the case of order processing this is the way the customers send the orders to the company. Because
this information is not available for Belgium on an individual customer level, only in the Netherlands
order processing will be taken into account in the cost-to-serve model. The cost structure is shown in
table 8, showing the cost categories, costing units and tariffs. The tariffs are determined together with
internal stakeholders of the company and are based on the average time spend per order and based
on the wage of the employee processing the order.
Table 8 - Cost structure order processing case company

NL
Cost category
EDI order processing
Manual order processing

Costing unit
Order
Order

Tariff
𝑇𝑒𝑑𝑖
𝑇𝑁𝑜𝑛−𝑒𝑑𝑖

Used in equation (Ch. 5)
F1
F1

Regarding the efficiency indicators more factors are taken into account. In the cost structure the time
to process an order is already taken into account and will not be stated as a separate efficiency
indicator. The efficiency indicators that are taken into account are, at first, the total number of orders
per week. Second, the distribution of orders over the week to spread the workload and third the
chance of errors in the order processing. Figures 78 until 80 in the Appendix E show visually the
efficiency factors for the year 2019. The more smooth out over the weeks and over the weekdays, the
more efficient the order processing. The chance of errors in order processing is based on the
distribution of customers regarding their ordering type (EDI or other) and is mentioned in section 3.2
of this report.

4.2.2 Warehousing
The second activity in the individual order cycle is warehousing. After the orders are processed, they
are forwarded to the warehouse providers. In total three warehouse providers are involved in this
research. Two in the Netherlands and one in Belgium. One of the two warehouses in the Netherlands
is a global warehouse for the AMN portfolio and the other two warehouses are local warehouses for
the ELN portfolio. In the case of warehousing, there are a couple of activities that are needed to be
done: warehouse order processing/preparation, picking of the products and any additional handling
activities to prepare the shipments for transportation. Not all warehouses however, charge for all of
the activities they undertake and therefore, the cost structure of the cost-to-serve model is based on
the cost rates of the warehouses. Since the activity is outsourced, the determination of the cost
structure is relatively simple. This because the tariffs are negotiated and agreed on every year with
the warehouse providers.
Starting with the AMN warehouse the cost structure is shown in table 9. The two main actions that
the warehouse provider charges are administration for the order processing and picking. However,
first a distinction is made on whether the order will be processed normally or whether it should be
processed with “emergency”. This distinction has an effect on the costs, since the costs of picking for
emergency shipments requires a surcharge and a different tariff is available for the administration fee
per order. For the picking activities there is another distinction between picking for a parcel shipment
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or for a pallet shipment, which again can be distinguished between picking per full pallet or per case.
No further costs are charged for additional customer requirements like sandwich pallets or height
restrictions.
Table 9 - Cost structure warehousing AMN

Cost category
Picking normal

Picking emergency

Administration fee normal
Administration fee emergency

AMN
Costing unit
Full pallet
Case for parcel
Case for pallet
Full pallets
Case for parcel
Case for pallet
Order
Order

Tariff
𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑛𝑃𝐿
𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑛𝑃𝐶
𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑛𝐶𝐴
𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑛𝑃𝐿
𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑛𝑃𝐶
𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑛𝐶𝐴
𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑛𝑁
𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑛𝐸

Used in equation (Ch. 5)
F5
F5
F5
F5
F5
F5
F2
F2

The second warehouse to be discussed is the local warehouse in the Netherlands for the ELN portfolio.
The cost structure for this warehouse is stated in table 10. In the case of this warehouse provider,
there is no distinction between normal or emergency shipments. Regarding the main actions to be
executed by the warehouse provider and what they charge for are administration for order processing,
picking and ad hoc work for additional handling activities. In this case the picking activities are
distinguished between picking per case, layer, pallet and double stacked pallet. Furthermore, there is
another tariff for full pallets that need to be restacked onto a different pallet type. Additionally, there
are different tariffs for the picking of returns. However, this return reception will not be taken into
account in the cost-to-serve model, since most of the returns are due to issues from the side of the
case company. Another cost taken into account in the costing model is an additional fee per order if
the customer requires every individual type of stock keeping unit (SKU) to be on a different pallet in
that order. Other ad hoc activities done by the warehouse provider are not taken into account in the
costing model, since these costs are not directly related to order behavior or the standard customer
requirements. To give an indication of the ad hoc costs per customer per year, figure 81 in Appendix
F shows the percentage of costs per customers compared to the total ad hoc costs. However, it has to
be taken into account that the ad hoc costs represent only 8,7 % of the total warehousing costs in
2019 and not all of these costs are specifically related to an individual customer.
Table 10 - Cost structure warehousing ELN NL

ELN NL
Cost category
Picking

Picking restack
Administration fee
Surcharge pallet per article

Costing unit
Pallet
Pallet double stacked
Full layer
Case
Case
Order
Order
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Tariff
𝑇𝑒𝑙𝑛𝑁𝐿𝑃𝐿
𝑇𝑒𝑙𝑛𝑁𝐿𝐷𝑃
𝑇𝑒𝑙𝑛𝑁𝐿𝐿𝐴
𝑇𝑒𝑙𝑛𝑁𝐿𝐶𝐴
𝑇𝑒𝑙𝑛𝑁𝐿𝑅𝑆
𝑇𝑒𝑙𝑛𝑁𝐿𝑁
𝑆𝑒𝑙𝑛𝑁𝐿𝑝𝑠

Used in equation (Ch. 5)
F6
F6
F6
F6
F6
F3
F4

The last warehouse to be discussed is the local warehouse in Belgium for the ELN portfolio. In table
11 below the cost structure is presented. For this warehouse again there is a distinction whether the
order should be handled “normally” or whether it should be handled as an “express” order. Again the
express orders will have a surcharge above the regular tariff. Additionally and different than from the
other two warehouses is that the warehouse provider is not charging for the administration of order
processing. Regarding the picking activities the products can be picked per case, layer or pallet. The
additional handling activities that the warehouse providers charges for are stickering/labelling and
administration costs in case there needs to be a correction for the delivery date or in case of a
cancellation. These costs are not taken into account in the costing model, since they only represent
respectively 2,4% and 0,15% of the total warehousing costs. However, to get an overview of the
administration costs for corrections and for the labelling, figures 82 and 83 in Appendix F show an
overview of these costs.
Table 11 - Cost structure warehousing ELN BE

ELN BE
Cost category

Costing unit

Picking normal

Pallet

𝑇𝑒𝑙𝑛𝐵𝐸𝑃𝐿

F7

Full layer

𝑇𝑒𝑙𝑛𝐵𝐸𝐿𝐴

F7

Case

𝑇𝑒𝑙𝑛𝐵𝐸𝐶𝐴

F7

Pallet

𝑆𝑒𝑙𝑛𝐵𝐸𝑃𝐿

F8

Full Layer

𝑆𝑒𝑙𝑛𝐵𝐸𝐿𝐴

F8

Case

𝑆𝑒𝑙𝑛𝐵𝐸𝐶𝐴

F8

Surcharge picking express

Tariff

Used in equation (Ch. 5)

Also for the warehousing activity some efficiency factors are taken into consideration in this research.
The factors are: ratio of products ordered per pallet, per layer or per case, the ratio of normal orders
versus express/emergency orders and at last the distribution of the picking activities over the week
and over the year. The ratio of cases ordered per pallet, layer or per case for the four business units
has already been shown in section 3.2 in figure 33. The percentages of emergency orders in 2019 are
not available in the order behavior data and will be mentioned based on the results of the cost-toserve model in section 5.3. Figures 84 until 91 in Appendix G show the distribution of the number of
cases and number of orders over the year and per weekday for all the four business units. To increase
efficiency the numbers are to be smoothed out over the weeks and over the weekdays.

4.2.3 Transportation
The third activity involved in this research is transportation. After the preparation of the orders in the
warehouse, the orders are ready to be shipped. In total four transportation companies are responsible
for the shipment of the orders, one for every business unit (AMN NL, AMN BE, ELN NL and ELN BE). All
transportation companies have different cost structures based on the activities they do. In all the cases
the waiting hours will not be taken into account, since they are not predictable and only represent 1%
of the total transport costs. Additionally, some special requirement costs are not taken into account
in the costing model, since the information is not available and cannot be gathered from the invoices.
However, also these special requirements represent only a small percentage of the total transport
costs.
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Starting with AMN NL, there are different transport rates per customer and per transport size, based
on the number of pallets. Furthermore, the company charges administration costs per transported
pallet. The cost structure is shown in table 12 below.
Table 12- Cost structure transportation AMN NL

Cost category
Location X (different tariffs per number
of pallets ~ max 33)
Administration and retour process
emballage

AMN NL
Costing unit
Shipment

Tariff
𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑛𝑁𝐿𝐶𝑃

Used in equation (Ch. 5)
F10

Pallet

𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑛𝑁𝐿𝑎𝑑𝑚𝑖𝑛

F10

The second transport company is responsible for the order shipments for the AMN Belgium portfolio.
The company has cost rates for parcel, half pallet and full pallets dependent on the country they ship
to and the size of the shipment, which is kilograms for parcel and number of pallets for the pallet
shipments. The cost structure is shown in table 13 below.
Table 13 - Cost structure transportation AMN BE

AMN BE
Cost category

Costing unit

Tariff

Used in equation (Ch. 5)

Parcel (Different tariffs per country and
size (kgs))
Pallet (Different tariffs per country and
size)
Half pallet <16 (Different tariffs per
country)

Shipment

𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑛𝐵𝐸𝑃𝐶

F11

Pallet

𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑛𝐵𝐸𝑃𝐿

F11

Pallet

𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑛𝐵𝐸𝐻𝑃

F11

The third transportation company is similar to the warehouse provider of ELN in the Netherlands. The
company is both responsible for the warehousing as for the transportation. It has similar cost rates for
all the customers, but it is dependent on the transport size. The cost structure is shown in table 14
below.
Table 14 - Cost structure transportation ELN NL

Cost category
pallet transport (different tariff per
number of pallets ~ max 26)

ELN NL
Costing unit
Pallet

Tariff
𝑇𝑒𝑙𝑛𝑁𝐿𝑃𝐿

Used in equation (Ch. 5)
F12

The last transport company, responsible for ELN BE, is again similar to the warehouse provider. The
cost rates for transportation are dependent on the size of the shipment and the country. Furthermore,
two customers have different cost rates. The size of the shipment is not only based on transported
pallets, but also on cubic meters. Additionally, there is a surcharge for express shipments based on
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the kilograms of the shipment and the kilometers travelled. At last, there is an additional costs that
will be charged for the deliveries on locked premises. The cost structure is shown in table 15 below.
Table 15 - Cost structure transportation ELN BE

ELN BE
Cost category

Costing unit

BE <0.3m3 or <0.6m3 transport

Shipment

𝑇𝑒𝑙𝑛𝐵𝐸𝑚3

F13

BE pallet transport (different tariff per
number of pallets ~ max 19)
Location 1 - <0.3m3 transport

Pallet

𝑇𝑒𝑙𝑛𝐵𝐸𝑃𝐿

F12

Shipment

𝑇𝑒𝑙𝑛𝐵𝐸𝑚3

F13

Location 1 - <0.6m transport

Shipment

𝑇𝑒𝑙𝑛𝐵𝐸𝑚3

F13

Location 1 - pallet transport (different
tariff per number of pallets ~ max 9)
Location 2 - <0.3m3 or <0.6m3 transport

Pallet

𝑇𝑒𝑙𝑛𝐵𝐸𝑃𝐿

F13

Shipment

𝑇𝑒𝑙𝑛𝐵𝐸𝑚3

F13

Location 2 - pallet transport (different
tariff per number of pallets ~ max 15)
Express surcharge <20, <701 or >701 kg

Pallet

𝑇𝑒𝑙𝑛𝐵𝐸𝑃𝐿

F13

Shipment

𝑆𝑒𝑙𝑛𝐵𝐸𝐸𝐾𝐺

F14

Express surcharge kms

Kilometers

𝑆𝑒𝑙𝑛𝐵𝐸𝐸𝐾

F14

LUX pallet transport (different tariff per
number of pallets ~ max 17)
NL pallet transport (different tariff per
number of pallets ~ max 30)
Deliveries locked premised (key)

Pallet

𝑇𝑒𝑙𝑛𝐵𝐸𝑃𝐿

F13

Pallet

𝑇𝑒𝑙𝑛𝐵𝐸𝑃𝐿

F13

Shipment

𝑆𝑒𝑙𝑛𝐵𝐸𝐿𝑃

F15

3

Tariff

Used in equation (Ch. 5)

To conclude, two efficiency factors are taken into account for transportation. The first is the average
load factor of the trucks and second the number of shipments per week. The current situation of the
efficiency factors will be shown in the next chapter with the results of the cost-to-serve model (section
5.3), since the number of transport units and shipments is not available based on the order data.

4.2.4 Customer Service
The last activity in the individual order cycle and involved in this research is customer service. The
employees responsible for order processing are the same as for customer service. A difference in
customer service activities is present between Belgium and the Netherlands. In Belgium almost no
active customer service is present, while in the Netherlands some customers receive bi-weekly phone
calls to discuss certain issues or the flow of activities. Most of the customer service activities are
answering questions about deliveries or orders, however no data is recorded on what customers make
use of customer service and how much. Additionally, it is difficult to distinguish whether customers
service requests are due to an error of the company itself or due to additional customer requests.
Therefore, it has been decided not to take customer service into account in the cost-to-serve model.
Even though customer service is not directly taken into account in the cost-to-serve model, it is
important to it take into account when making cost and efficiency trade-offs based on the cost-toserve model. As explained in chapter 2, a right balance should be found between customer value and
operating costs. Optimization opportunities should not go in the expense of the desired level of
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customer service. Therefore, it is important to discuss optimization opportunities regarding customer
behavior and requirements together with the customers.

4.3 Connection of customers, orders and activities
As discussed in section 4.1 of this report, it is advised to link the activities together including their
connection to the customers in the costing model. This to be able to make centralized decisions on
supply chain costs and efficiency trade-offs. In figure 34 the beginning of the flow chart is constructed
that shows all activities and decisions that have an influence on the costs. Every branch has its own
cost rates and based on this flow chart it can be easily noticed what cost rates are associated with
certain decisions/behavior/requirements of the customers including possible optimization
opportunities. The remainder of the flow chart is visualized in figure 92 until 97 in Appendix H.
The combination of the flow chart and the accompanied cost rates described in this chapter show
already the effect of certain order behavior patterns on the costs and what could be done to decrease
the costs. Table 16 below summarizes some of these activities including what the customers can do
regarding their ordering behavior and requirements in order to reduce the costs. The information of
the cost rates and the flow chart can show the direction that certain decisions have on costs, however,
the actual cost effects of these decisions are to be calculated with the cost-to-serve model.
Additionally, the flowchart and cost rates proof that if two customers that order exactly the same
amount of the same products, it does not mean that their cost to serve will be exactly the same, due
to customer specific tariffs (in transportation).
Table 16 - Cost reduction decisions

Activity
Order processing (EDI or Manual)
Normal vs emergency/express
orders
Distribution of how products are
picked in an order
Picking of small orders (ELN BE)
Logistic requirements
Number of orders

Actions that a customer can do to reduce costs
Sending out orders through EDI to reduce time and errors for
order processing employees
Trying to avoid emergency/express shipments as much as
possible to avoid higher costs rates or surcharges
Trying to order as much as possible based on full pallets or full
layers to reduce picking costs
Bigger orders to avoid having to pay the minimum costs for an
order (results in more sales and same costs)
Requirements like restacking pallets, separate pallets per SKU
and locked premises cause higher costs per order
Consolidate orders to create bigger and less orders, to avoid
additional administration costs and get cheaper costs rates for
(warehousing) and transportation
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Figure 34 - Flow chart of orders
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Chapter 5 – Cost-to-serve model
After the description of the four activities, including their cost structure and linking factors, in this
chapter the cost-to-serve model is explained. Chapter five starts with the cost-to-serve set-up. The
second section of the chapter includes the formulas used and the assumptions made to create the
model and last the results and analysis of the cost-to-serve model for the year 2019 are summarized.

5.1 Cost-to-serve setup
As discussed in section 4.1 of this report, it is best to use data available from the case study company
and not from outsourced service providers. Furthermore, data should be available on an order line
level to be detailed enough to create the cost-to-serve model. Therefore, in the cost-to-serve model
SAP data on the customer’s orders are used as the main data of the model. Moreover, master data on
the products and on the individual customers are used to complement the customers’ order data. All
this information is generated from SAP and should be available for all business units of the case study
company, making the model scalable for other business units as well. The variables used of the order,
material and customer data are shown in table 50 in Appendix I. The data are linked to the cost rates
described in chapter four of this report. In some cases additional data are needed to understand the
full costs. If possible the data are collected from the case company’s customer service employees,
from the warehouse providers or from the invoices of 2019. In the collected data not all information
that needs to be available is present to create an accurate cost-to-serve model. In those cases
assumptions have been made to predict the situation. Therefore, it is good to keep in mind that the
developed cost-to-serve model is close to accuracy, but it not as accurate as the real time information
available by the outsourced parties.
The cost-to-serve model is split up for the four different business units (AMN NL, AMN BE, ELN NL and
ELN BE). The general set-up for the four models is similar, however the information needed and used
might differ due to the differences in the cost rates. The models are set-up in two excel files each and
exist of multiple tabs. The first excel file is to convert the master data and parameters into the
necessary and consolidated data per customer on an order, order line and transport shipment level.
See figure 35 below for the set-up of the excel file.

Figure 35 - Set-up first excel file

The second excel file concerns the cost calculations based on the data generated in the first excel file
on the order, order line and transport shipment data. These data fields are connected to the cost rates
in order to calculate the costs involved per individual customer. The results of the calculations are
consolidated on an individual customer level in the last tab “results”. See figure 36 for the set-up of
the second excel file.

Figure 36 - Set-up second excel file

5.2 Formulas and assumptions
In order to create the cost-to-serve model, it is necessary to understand what data the model contains
and what assumptions are still needed to create a model that is as accurate as possible. The first factor
to take into account in this cost-to-serve model is that the order data variable “Number of cases
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ordered” does not take into account out of stocks, corrections or returns. Therefore, the number of
cases ordered might not be the same as the number of cases actually delivered. Therefore, the costs
are purely based on the initial number of cases ordered. Furthermore, the cost rates in the model are
based on the cost rates of the year 2019. However, in real life the cost rates do not always change at
the beginning of 2019 to the newly discussed cost rates. This is due to negotiations that are still
continuing in the beginning of the next year. Therefore, the model can slightly deviate from the real
costs due to old cost rates still applicable in the beginning of the year. Other assumptions taken into
account in this model are explained in the next paragraphs, where the formulas of the model are
further discussed. The tariffs used in the formulas are to be found in table 8 until 15 and the remaining
variables in table 17 below.
Table 17 - Variables of the cost-to-serve model formulas

Variable
𝐶𝑜
𝐾𝑜
𝑂𝑒𝑑𝑖
𝑂𝑁𝑜𝑛−𝑒𝑑𝑖
𝑂𝑎𝑚𝑛𝑁
𝑂𝑎𝑚𝑛𝐸
𝑂𝑒𝑙𝑛𝑁𝐿𝑁
𝑂𝑒𝑙𝑛𝑁𝐿𝑝𝑠
𝑊𝑜
𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑛𝐵𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑁
𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑛𝐵𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑛𝐸
𝑃𝑁𝑃𝐶
𝑃𝑃𝐿
𝑃𝐿𝐴
𝑃𝐶𝐴
𝑃𝐷𝑃
𝑃𝑅𝑆
𝐹𝑜
𝑈𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑆
𝑊𝑝𝑎𝑙
𝑈𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑃
𝑈𝑝𝑎𝑙𝑃
𝑃𝑡𝑝
𝐷𝑠

Description
Number of cases in order
Kilograms of an order
Number of orders handled with EDI
Number of orders handled with no EDI
Number of normal orders handled AMN
Number of emergency orders handled AMN
Number of orders handled ELN NL
Number of orders that require a pallet surcharge ELN NL
Number of working days between order and delivery date
Minimum normal picking costs per order ELN BE
Minimum express picking costs per order ELN BE
Number of cases picked for parcel
Number of pallets picked
Number of cases picked per layer
Number of cases picked for pallet
Number of pallets picked double stacked
Number of cases picked for pallet restacking
Number of full pallets in the shipment
Number of additional units in the shipment
Weighted average of number of pieces per pallet in the order
Number of additional units for one SKU in the shipment
Number of units of one SKU that fits on one pallets
Number of transport units (in pallets)
Distance in kilometers from warehouse to the customer

Used in equation(s)
RULE 1
RULE 1
F1
F1
F2
F2
F3
F4
RULE 2
F7
F8
F5
F5, F6, F7, F8
F6, F7, F8
F5, F6, F7, F8
F6
F6
F9
F9
F9
F9
F9
F10, F11, F12, F13
F14

The calculations in the model are as explained in the previous section based on three levels of detail:
per order, per order line and per shipment. The reason for these three levels are the costing units in
the cost structure. Starting with the calculations on an order level, the calculations are mostly needed
for the order processing activities and partially for the warehousing activities and the transportation
activities. The tab consists of consolidated information of the orders based on the order data. For
example number of different SKUs per order, total number of cases in an order, the order processing
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type and whether the order is a parcel or a pallet shipment. Whether an order is a parcel or a pallet
shipment is the first assumption in the model and the rule that describes this assumption is shown in
rule 1 below.
𝐼𝑓 𝐶𝑜 ≤ 20 𝐴𝑁𝐷 𝐾𝑜 ≤ 100 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 "𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑙", 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒 "𝑃𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑡"

(𝑅𝑈𝐿𝐸 1)

To continue, tariffs that have costing units per order are calculated in this “order” tab. These costs are
mostly administrative activities regarding order processing or surcharges per order for specific logistics
requirements. The formulas of these costs are indicated below (F1 until F4).
𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟 ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑦

= 𝑇𝑒𝑑𝑖 ∗ 𝑂𝑒𝑑𝑖 + 𝑇𝑁𝑜𝑛−𝑒𝑑𝑖 ∗ 𝑂𝑁𝑜𝑛−𝑒𝑑𝑖

(𝐹1)

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑒ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑠𝑒 𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟 ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐴𝑀𝑁

= 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑛𝑁 ∗ 𝑂𝑎𝑚𝑛𝑁 + 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑛𝐸 ∗ 𝑂𝑎𝑚𝑛𝐸

(𝐹2)

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑒ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑠𝑒 𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟 ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐸𝐿𝑁 𝑁𝐿

= 𝑇𝑒𝑙𝑛𝑁𝐿𝑁 ∗ 𝑂𝑒𝑙𝑛𝑁𝐿𝑁

(𝐹3)

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑝𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑡 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑆𝐾𝑈 𝐸𝐿𝑁 𝑁𝐿

= 𝑆𝑒𝑙𝑛𝑁𝐿𝑝𝑠 ∗ 𝑂𝑒𝑙𝑛𝑁𝐿𝑝𝑠

(𝐹4)

Whether an order is declared as an EDI order or not is dependent on customer information. Whether
an order is declared “Normal” or “Emergency” is a second assumption in the model. This is calculated
based on the number of working days between the ordering date and the delivery date. See below
rule 2 for the second assumption, which states that orders are with emergency when 24 hour delivery
is in place.
𝐼𝑓 𝑊𝑜 < 2 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 "𝐸𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦/𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠", 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒 "𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙"

(𝑅𝑈𝐿𝐸 2)

The second tab based on an order line level is mostly used to create information for the picking
activities, however it is also used for the calculations of transportation activities. As explained in
section 4.2.2, the picking of products can be done based on different costing units and therefore come
with different tariffs. Consequently, per product in an order it is calculated how many pallets, layers
and/or cases are to be picked. Picking costs are thereafter calculated. The formulas used are F5 until
F9 stated below and represent the costs per order.
𝑃𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠 𝐴𝑀𝑁

(𝐹5)

𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑛𝑃𝐶 ∗ 𝑃𝑃𝐶 + 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑛𝑃𝐿 ∗ 𝑃𝑃𝐿 + 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑛𝐶𝐴 ∗ 𝑃𝐶𝐴 ,
(𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑛𝑃𝐶 + 𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑛𝑃𝐶 ) ∗ 𝑃𝑎𝑚𝑛𝐸𝑃𝐶
= {
+ (𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑛𝑃𝐿 + 𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑛𝑃𝐿 ) ∗ 𝑃𝑃𝐿 + (𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑛𝐶𝐴 + 𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑛𝐶𝐴 ) ∗ 𝑃𝐶𝐴 ,

𝑖𝑓 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟
𝑖𝑓 𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟

𝑃𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠 𝐸𝐿𝑁 𝑁𝐿
=

(𝐹6)

𝑇𝑒𝑙𝑛𝑁𝐿𝑅𝑆 ∗ 𝑃𝑅𝑆 + 𝑇𝑒𝑙𝑛𝑁𝐿𝐷𝑃 ∗ 𝑃𝐷𝑃 + 𝑇𝑒𝑙𝑛𝑁𝐿𝑃𝐿 ∗ 𝑃𝑃𝐿 + 𝑇𝑒𝑙𝑛𝑁𝐿𝐿𝐴 ∗ 𝑃𝐿𝐴 + 𝑇𝑒𝑙𝑛𝑁𝐿𝐶𝐴 ∗ 𝑃𝐶𝐴

𝑃𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠 𝐸𝐿𝑁 𝐵𝐸

(𝐹7)

𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑛𝐵𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑁 ,
= {
𝑇𝑒𝑙𝑛𝐵𝐸𝑃𝐿 ∗ 𝑃𝑃𝐿 + 𝑇𝑒𝑙𝑛𝐵𝐸𝐿𝐴 ∗ 𝑃𝐿𝐴 + 𝑇𝑒𝑙𝑛𝐵𝐸𝐶𝐴 ∗ 𝑃𝐶𝐴 ,

𝑇
∗ 𝑃𝑃𝐿 + 𝑇𝑒𝑙𝑛𝐵𝐸𝐿𝐴
𝑖𝑓 ( 𝑒𝑙𝑛𝐵𝐸𝑃𝐿
) ≤ 𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑛𝐵𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑁
∗ 𝑃𝐿𝐴 + 𝑇𝑒𝑙𝑛𝐵𝐸𝐶𝐴 ∗ 𝑃𝐶𝐴
𝑂𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

𝑆𝑢𝑟𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑝𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠 𝐸𝐿𝑁 𝐵𝐸

(𝐹8)

𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑛𝐵𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑛𝐸 ,
= {
𝑆𝑒𝑙𝑛𝐵𝐸𝑃𝐿 ∗ 𝑃𝑃𝐿 + 𝑆𝑒𝑙𝑛𝐵𝐸𝐿𝐴 ∗ 𝑃𝐿𝐴 + 𝑆𝑒𝑙𝑛𝐵𝐸𝐶𝐴 ∗ 𝑃𝐶𝐴 ,
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𝑆𝑒𝑙𝑛𝐵𝐸𝑃𝐿 ∗ 𝑃𝑃𝐿 + 𝑆𝑒𝑙𝑛𝐵𝐸𝐿𝐴
) ≤ 𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑛𝐵𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑛𝐸
∗ 𝑃𝐿𝐴 + 𝑆𝑒𝑙𝑛𝐵𝐸𝐶𝐴 ∗ 𝑃𝐶𝐴
𝑂𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
𝑖𝑓 (

For the picking activities the same assumptions apply for “Normal” versus “Emergency/Express”
orders and for parcel versus pallet shipments as previously mentioned (rule 1 and 2). In formula 6
regarding the picking activities of ELN NL, it is key to take into account the pallet type coming in from
the supply points and the pallet type required by the customers. In customer information, it is
mentioned that some of the customers require shipments to be delivered on Euro pallets, while not
all full pallets are stacked on Euro pallets in the warehouse. In case these pallet types do not match, a
different tariff and costing unit is used in the model, however only for the products that are ordered
based on full pallet sizes. As can be seen in formulas 7 and 8 , the cost structure for the picking activities
for ELN BE are slightly different than for the other two warehouses. There is a minimum cost per order
for the picking activities. Therefore, a lot of the small orders will be more expensive due to the
minimum costs. The costs per order for ELN BE are consolidated on an order level in the “order tab”
to see if the costs are above the minimum.
The third tab is specifically for and involves a part of the calculations done for the transportation
activities. The four transportation companies have tariffs based on different costing units and based
on different characteristics like customer specific tariffs or country specific tariffs. The costing units
can be based on kilograms, cubic meters or the number of transported pallets. To calculate the
number of kilograms or cubic meters per shipments, accurate information is available from the
material data. However, to calculate the number of transported pallets, an assumption is made. The
difficulty of estimating the number of transport pallets is because every warehouse provider has
specific software on how to best pick the pallets. Most pallets will consist of multiple different SKUs
with different sizes and weights. Based on that information and based on the logistic requirements of
the customer, the software will calculate the optimal way to pick a pallet. Since that software is not
available for the case study company, a different way of calculating the number of transport units is
determined. This calculation is a prediction of the actual transport units and can therefore be seen as
an assumption in the model. The formula used for the prediction of the transport units is shown in
formula 9 below. At first, for the calculations all orders that have a similar customer and similar
delivery date are consolidated as one shipment instead of handled as separate orders. Per shipment
the number of transport units is estimated to be the number of full pallets ordered plus the rounded
up number of the additional units divided by the weighted average of the number of pieces per pallet
in that order. The weighted average is also described in formula 9. The formulas for the costs of the
transport activities are shown below (F10 until F15) and represent the costs per shipment.
𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑠 (𝑖𝑛 𝑝𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑠)

𝑈

= 𝑃𝑡𝑝 = 𝐹𝑜 + 𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑝 ( 𝑊𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑆 )
𝑝𝑎𝑙

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒, 𝑊𝑝𝑎𝑙 =
𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠 𝐴𝑀𝑁 𝑁𝐿

(𝐹9)

𝑆𝑢𝑚(𝑈𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑃 ∗𝑈𝑝𝑎𝑙𝑃 )
𝑆𝑢𝑚(𝑈𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑃 )

= 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑛𝑁𝐿𝐶𝑃 + 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑛𝑁𝐿𝑎𝑑𝑚𝑖𝑛 ∗ 𝑃𝑡𝑝

(𝐹10)

𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠 𝐴𝑀𝑁 𝐵𝐸

𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑛𝐵𝐸𝑃𝐶 , 𝑖𝑓 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑙 𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑝𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡
= { 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑛𝐵𝐸𝑃𝐿 ∗ 𝑃𝑡𝑝 , 𝑖𝑓 𝑝𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑡 𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑝𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡
(𝐹11)
𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑛𝐵𝐸𝐻𝑃 ∗ 𝑃𝑡𝑝 , 𝑖𝑓 ℎ𝑎𝑙𝑓 𝑝𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑡 𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑝𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡

𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠 𝐸𝐿𝑁 𝑁𝐿

= 𝑇𝑒𝑙𝑛𝑁𝐿𝑃𝐿 ∗ 𝑃𝑡𝑝

(𝐹12)

𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠 𝐸𝐿𝑁 𝐵𝐸

𝑇𝑒𝑙𝑛𝐵𝐸𝑚3 , 𝑖𝑓 𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑝𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡
= {
𝑇𝑒𝑙𝑛𝐵𝐸𝑃𝐿 ∗ 𝑃𝑡𝑝 , 𝑖𝑓 𝑝𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑡 𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑝𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡

(𝐹13)
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𝑆𝑢𝑟𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 𝐸𝐿𝑁 𝐵𝐸

= 𝑆𝑒𝑙𝑛𝐵𝐸𝐸𝐾 ∗ 𝐷𝑠 ∗ 2 + 𝑆𝑒𝑙𝑛𝐵𝐸𝐸𝐾𝐺

(𝐹14)

𝑆𝑢𝑟𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑒 𝐸𝐿𝑁 𝐵𝐸

= 𝑆𝑒𝑙𝑛𝐵𝐸𝐿𝑃

(𝐹15)

One of the particularities for the transport rates is the division for AMN BE regarding transport per
parcel, pallet or half pallets. Whether a shipment is pallet or parcel is based on the assumption stated
in rule 1. Whether a shipment is based on half pallets, is decided upon on the customer’s
requirements. In this case, an assumption has been made based on information in the invoices. If a
customer orders more times per half pallet, the shipments will be charged with the tariff of half pallets
and if a customer orders more with regular pallets, the tariff of regular pallets will be used. Other
particularities are with the costs of ELN BE. Not only is there a surcharge for every shipment to a
location that is on locked premises, but also a surcharge is in place for express shipments. With
customer information, it is stated whether a customer is on a locked premise. For the surcharge of
express shipments two additional charges are in place, one is dependent on the amount of kilometers
to the customers and back and the other is based on the kilograms of the shipment.

5.3 Results
Eventually after all the cost calculations are done, the costs of the activities are consolidated per
customer in the “results” tab. With this overview it can be easily seen what costs are needed to serve
every individual customer per activity. Additionally, similar as for the customers’ order behavior, the
results of the cost-to-serve model can be compared on a higher level between AMN NL, AMN BE, ELN
NL and ELN BE. Figure 37 shows an overview of the sales, total costs, number of orders and cases per
CBU based on the cost-to-serve model. In these numbers the costs of order handling by the case study
company is not taken into account to better compare the four CBUs, because this information is only
known for the Netherlands.

Figure 37 - % of CAF, costs, orders and cases

Figure 37 is comparable with figure 20 in chapter 3, however this figure includes the total costs per
CBU. In chapter 3 it was already mentioned that AMN BE was recognized to have the highest number
of orders, but the lowest amount of CAF and number of cases. With the additional information of total
costs it can be said that this high number of orders result in high costs, since AMN BE is the CBU with
the second highest costs compared to the other CBUs. In tables 18 until 21 the costs per CBU and per
activity is shown including some background information based on the cost-to-serve model.
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Table 18 - Order processing costs case company

% Order processing costs
% of orders
% customers EDI
% orders EDI

AMN NL
50%
35%
73%
66%

ELN NL
50%
65%
79%
82%

Table 19 - Order processing costs warehouse

% order processing costs
% of orders
Average cost per order
% orders emergency
% surcharge for pallet per SKU

AMN NL
5,4%
7%
€ 2,58
3%
-

ELN NL
41%
14%
€ 10,51
21%

AMN BE
53%
79%
€ 2,38
0,3%
-

AMN NL
27%
19%
€ 0,20
51%
19%
3%

ELN NL
39%
61%
€ 0,10
59%
37%
-

AMN BE
20%
7%
€ 0,48
2%
69%
0,3%

AMN NL
16%
5%
19%
42%

ELN NL
25%
11%
40%

Table 20 - Picking costs warehouse

Picking warehouse
% Warehouse costs
% of cases
Average cost per case
% order lines order per pallet or layer
% pallets that require restack
% orders with parcel
% orders with emergency / express

ELN BE
14%
13%
€ 0,15
34%
1%

Table 21 - Distribution costs

Distribution
% Transport costs
% of shipments
% orders with parcel
% orders with m3 rate
% average load factor

AMN BE
36%
62%
69%
6%

ELN BE
23%
22%
64%
5%

In the tables 18 until 21 it can be seen that the high costs of AMN BE are due to the high number of
orders, resulting in high warehouse order processing costs (table 19). Additionally, the high
percentage of parcel orders are resulting in relatively high warehouse picking costs (table 20), since
the cost rate of picking a case for a parcel shipment is higher than the cost rate of picking a case for a
pallet shipment. Lastly the high transport costs of AMN BE is due to the high number of shipments
(table 21). For the order processing of the case study company, it is shown in table 18 that the costs
for ELN NL and AMN NL are approximately similar, but the number of orders differs. Here it can be
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seen that ordering through EDI is more (cost) efficient. For the warehouse order processing activity
(table 19) the cost for ELN NL is high compared to the other two CBUs due to the additional surcharge
per order in case a customer requires every different SKU to be on a different pallet. ELN NL, however,
shows to be the most efficient CBU regarding the warehouse picking activity with a cost per case of
only € 0,10 (table 20). The reason for this low number is the high percentage of order lines ordered
per full pallet or full layer, which reduces the picking cost per case quite a lot. For the transport costs
it is more difficult to compare the costs over the four CBUs, because the transport costs are also
dependent on the size of the shipment.
For the results of three of the efficiency indicators mentioned in chapter 4, the customer data was not
enough. One of these indicators is normal versus emergency/express shipments mentioned for the
picking activities. This indicator is shown in table 20. For the transport activities this indicator can also
be useful, however the efficiency indicators mentioned for transportation are the load factor and the
number of shipments per week. Since the number of transport units are not directly known from the
customer and order data, these efficiency indicators are calculated in the cost-to-serve model. The
average load factor of the four CBUs can be found in table 21, and the number of shipments per week
in figure 98 in Appendix J.
Table 22 below shows further statistics to better compare the four CBUs on total costs. The first two
indicators are the averages over the individual customers. For all the three indicators it shows that
ELN BE is the least efficient in terms of costs. The reason for this is that there are nine small customers
that have a higher cost than CAF. They order a relatively low number of cases and due to the minimum
costs per order for warehousing, these customers are relatively expensive.
Table 22 - Cost statistics per CBU

Average cost per case
Average % of cost of CAF
% of costs of customer without CAF

AMN NL
€ 2,55
4%
0,6%

ELN NL
€ 0,74
5%
0,8%

AMN BE
€ 2,51
7%
1,2%

ELN BE
€ 3,86
26%
2,6%

In section 3.3 of this report, it was noticed that only a small percentage of the customers was
responsible for 80% of the sales. The pareto ratio of 80/20 or 90/10 is not only applicable for the sales,
but also for the costs. Figures 38 until 41 shows the pareto ratio of the four CBUs (AMN NL, AMN BE,
ELN NL and ELN BE) with respectively 30, 23, 24 and 19% of customers responsible for 80% of the
costs. Looking at the individual customers responsible for the 80% of sales, they are not always the
same as the customers responsible for 80% of the costs and vice versa, showing that sales and costs
are not always proportional.
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0% 12% 24% 36% 48% 60% 72% 84% 96%

18% 33% 48% 64% 79% 94%

% Customers

% Customers

Figure 39 - Cumulative % costs per customer AMN BE

Figure 38 - Cumulative % costs per customer AMN NL
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Figure 40 - Cumulative % costs per customer ELN NL

Figure 41 - Cumulative % costs per customer ELN BE

5.4 Analysis
The cost-to-serve model can do more than to give an overview of the differences between the CBUs.
The model shows the costs (per activity) on an individual customers level, proving that every customer
is different.
Starting with the average cost per case per customer. Figures 42 until 45 shows the average cost per
individual customer, including their channel, from highest to lowest. The black line represents the
average over the CBU and table 23 show the colors representing the customers’ channels.
Table 23 Legend customer channels

Dot color
Red
Yellow
Blue

Customer channel
Nursing homes
Hospitals and Pharmacies
Wholesalers

Dot color
Purple
Green

Figure 42 - Average cost per case AMN NL

Customer channel
Retail
Other

Figure 43 - Average cost per case AMN BE
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Figure 44 - Average cost per case ELN NL

Figure 45 - Average cost per case ELN BE

Only a small percentage of the total costs is caused by the customers that have a higher than average,
average cost per case. The percentages are respectively for AMN NL, AMN BE, ELN NL and ELN BE,
0,1%, 11%, 0,7% and 5%. These are all customers with only a few orders per year and a low number
(<15) of cases per order. This shows that small orders and customers are relatively expensive. For the
customers with the lowest cost per case, the average number of cases per order is well above average
and for AMN NL, ELN NL and ELN BE the percentage of order lines ordered per full pallet or full layer
is also high.
With figure 46 until 55, the statement in section 4.3 that CAF and costs are not always proportional is
supported. The figures show the costs versus the CAF per individual customers (one full overview and
one zoomed in figure). Figures 46 and 47 show the overall portfolio with all its customers. The colored
dots represent the customers, with the color specifying the CBU of the customers (see table 24) and
the black lines represent the averages. Figure 48 until 55 show the matrices per CBU with the colors
of the dots representing the channels of the customers (table 25). If the CAF and costs were
proportional, the customers would be situated in a diagonal line. However, the customers are more
spread over the figures. The ideal segment of the figure is the segment where customers have low
costs and high CAF (down right corner) and the least favorite segment is where customers have high
costs and low CAF (upper left corner).
Table 24 - Legend CBU colors

Dot color
Red
Yellow

CBU
AMN NL
ELN NL

Dot color
Blue
Green

CBU
AMN BE
ELN BE

Figure 47 - Cost vs CAF

Figure 46 - Cost vs CAF
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Table 25 - Legend customer channels

Dot color
Red
Yellow
Blue

Customer channel
Nursing homes
Hospitals and Pharmacies
Wholesalers

Dot color
Purple
Green

Customer channel
Retail
Other

Figure 48 - Cost vs CAF AMN NL

Figure 49 - Cost vs CAF AMN NL (detailed)

Figure 50 - Cost vs CAF AMN BE

Figure 51 - Cost vs CAF AMN BE (detailed)

Figure 52 - Cost vs CAF ELN NL

Figure 53 - Cost vs CAF ELN NL (detailed)
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Figure 54 - Cost vs CAF ELN BE

Figure 55 - Cost vs CAF ELN BE (detailed)

In figures 46 and 47 it is visible that in the most ideal segment only customers from ELN NL are present,
while in the least favorite segment mostly customers from AMN BE are present. Again this can be
related to the average number of cases per order, which is the highest for customers of ELN NL and
the lowest for customers of AMN BE (see table 45 Appendix B).
Furthermore, in the figures it is visible that different customers have similar costs, but different CAF
and customers with similar CAF, but different costs. As mentioned in this section there are multiple
reasons that these individual cost differences exist. As a proof and to further understand these
differences, more detailed information on the individual customers is compared and documented in
table 51 Appendix K.

5.5 Influencing factors
Based on the information collected and analyzed in chapter three, four and five of this report and
based on discussions with stakeholders, the most influencing factors on costs related to customer
behavior and requirements are determined. Changes regarding these factors will be simulated in the
next chapter to see their effect on the supply chain activities, costs and efficiency.
In section 4.3 of this report, it was already mentioned what could be interesting actions in order to
decrease the costs based on the combination of the flow chart in figure 34 and the cost rates. These
actions are restated in table 26 below and include the what if situations that will follow based on the
results of this chapter. The cost-to-serve model has proven in this chapter that most of these actions
are indeed the influencing factors of order behavior and requirements that are causing different costs
per customer. Furthermore, the cost-to-serve model gives more insights on costs of the supply chain
activities on an individual customer level. It proves that every customer is different and that even
though some indicators are similar, like the number of cases ordered or CAF, costs can be different
and vice versa. Since the model is based mostly on customer’s order behavior and requirements, it
shows the effect customer have on the costs. Not only by ordering more or less, but also by ordering
in a different way.
Starting with the first action mentioned in table 26 is ordering more with EDI. In table 18 indeed it is
proven that ordering more with EDI results in lower costs per order and is an interesting indicator to
simulate as a what-if situation. The second action mentioned in table 26 is ordering less with
emergency/express. However, as stated in table 20 the current percentages ordered with emergency
or express are relatively low and therefore not one of the biggest influencing factors regarding costs
for the case study company. The third action is a an interesting factor to simulate as a what-if situation
in the next chapter. Based on figures 42 until 45 of section 5.4 it was mentioned that higher
percentages of ordering per pallet or layer is influencing the costs positively. Furthermore, figure 33
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in chapter 3, showing the distribution per CBU of cases ordered per pallet, layer or cases, shows that
there is potential to increase the percentage of products ordered per full pallet and full layer. The
fourth action is more difficult to change for customers, since it concerns smaller customers that might
not have the resources or need to order more. However, as mentioned in section 5.3 currently quite
some customers for ELN BE have higher costs than CAF, meaning unprofitable relationships and a need
to tackle this problem. A solution that could be investigated with the cost-to-serve model is to see if
the customers would be profitable if a different cost structure would be used (for example the cost
structure of AMN BE, who also has a lot of small customers). This is from a business perspective an
important actions to follow up on, however it is not a change in customer behavior or requirements
and will be outside of the scope of this research. The fifth action does require a change in customer
requirements and therefore is inside the scope of this research. Even though the customer
requirements, like restacking, picking different pallets per SKUs and delivery on locked premises are
not requirements that customers are willing to change, it is interesting to know their effect on costs
in order to use and explain this information in contract negotiations. Therefore, these indicators will
be investigated as what-if situations in the next chapter. The last action regarding supply chain costs
and efficiency is reducing the number of orders. Section 5.4 and most specifically figures 42 until 45
and detailed comparisons of the individual customers explained in table 51 in Appendix K show that a
high number of cases per order show to be most cost efficient. Increasing the number of cases per
order can be done by either increasing the number of cases and/or reducing the number of orders. A
benefit from more cases per order is that for some of the orders the percentage of ordering per full
pallet and full layer also increases, which is again beneficial for the costs. As a what-if situation in the
next chapter the order data will be changed by consolidating orders that are ordered in the same week
by the same customers as to understand the effect on the costs. With every individual order all the
supply chain activities are activated and the higher number of orders therefore result in higher costs.
A third way to increase the number of cases per order and not yet mentioned in chapter 4 are
consolidating the common customers of ELN and AMN. In section 3.1 table 6, the percentage of
common customers show that there is potential in combing the orders for these two portfolios.
However, this will not only require a change in customer behavior, but also in the supply chain
activities, since currently their products are not stocked in the same warehouse.
Table 26 - Influencing factors

Activity
Order processing (EDI or Manual)
Normal vs emergency/express orders

What if situation
1) All orders processed with EDI
2) All orders handled as normal orders

Distribution of how products are
picked in an order
Picking of small orders (ELN BE)
Logistic requirements

3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

Number of orders

Ordering more per full pallet
Ordering more per full layer
No restacking for full pallets
No separate pallets per SKU
No locked premises
Order frequency reduction
Consolidation orders of common customers
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Chapter 6 – What if situations
Based on the information of the customer analysis, the supply chain activities and the results of the
cost-to-serve model, influencing factors regarding order behavior and customer requirements have
been determined. In this chapter changes are made in the order data and customer requirements
before inserting it into the cost-to-serve model again to see the effect of these influencing factors on
the supply chain costs and efficiency. The new results are compared to the results of the previous
chapter, representing the “normal” 2019 order behavior and requirements. In the remainder of this
chapter the results of the changing influencing factors are presented, ending with a conclusion on
these what if scenarios.

6.1 Influencing factors
In total nine influencing factors are analyzed and transformed into what if scenarios. Figure 56 below
shows these what if scenarios in the order of the absolute biggest saving potential to the least. More
information on the what if scenarios are presented in the following sections.
% of total savings what if scenarios
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

Order frequency reduction
Common customers
Restacking requirement ELN NL
Pallet per SKU requirement ELN NL
Ordering per full pallet
Emergency/express orders
Ordering per full layer
EDI orders
Locked premises requirement ELN BE
Figure 56 - % of total savings what if scenarios

6.1.1 Order frequency reduction
The influencing factor with the biggest total savings potential is the number of cases per order. The
higher the number of cases per order the more efficient the supply chain activities and costs. Besides
encouraging sales and increasing the number of cases, also the number of orders could be reduced to
be more efficient. In this first what if situation all orders of the same customer are being consolidated
to one order in the week, hence reducing the total number of orders per customer and per week. In
this case it is good to take into account that with changing the data to one order per week per
customer, also the emergency orders are consolidated, meaning no emergency orders are present in
the adjusted data. Furthermore, customers that order multiple times a day due to strategic choices
(for example per product group) are consolidated to once a week as well, overestimating the savings
in order processing costs. Since the transport costs are already based on the consolidation of orders
of the same customer on the same delivery day, these costs will not be affected by the consolidation
of orders on the same day by the same customer. Table 27 below shows the percentage orders that
are being reduced in this what if situation. Table 28 shows the results of the what if situation compared
to the original costs per activity
Table 27 - Order frequency reduction

% of order reduction

AMN NL
60%
45

AMN BE
48%

ELN NL
43%

ELN BE
30%

Table 28 - Order frequency reduction results

% of costs based on original cost
Order processing case company costs
Order processing warehouse costs
Warehousing costs
Transport costs
Total costs

AMN NL
29%
38%
91%
89%
90%

AMN BE
56%
93%
60%
72%

ELN NL
68%
50%
96%
80%
88%

ELN BE
85%
76%
80%

From table 28 it can be seen that for all the activities the costs will go down if the number of orders
would be reduced to once a week per customer. As an explanation of the numbers in tables 27 and
28, by initiating this what if scenario for the ELN BE portfolio a total cost reduction of 20% will occur
by reducing the total number of orders with 30%. The biggest absolute savings come from the
transport costs, since the number of total shipments per week go down and the load factors go up.
These two factors are also the efficiency factors of transportation as mentioned in section 4.2.3. One
of the efficiency factors of order processing is the number of orders per week, which is due to this
what if situation reduced and therefore more efficient for the activity. In section 3.3 it was mentioned
that mostly in the Netherlands the customers are ordering more than once a week, respectively 64%
of the AMN customers and 57% of the ELN customers, showing more potential for introducing this
what if situation for the bigger customers like wholesalers and retailers.
On an individual customer level the numbers of tables 27 and 28 can differ. Table 29 below shows as
an example the top three customers of ELN BE that benefit the most from this what if scenario
including their accompanied percentage of order reduction and percentage of transport cost
reduction that is resulting from this what if scenario. All three customers indeed show to be big
retailers. Customer A shows an order reduction of 83%, which means for this what if situation that it
will go from ordering every day to ordering once a week. This is a big step for the customers and
customer value might go down by inserting this what if situation in real life. Therefore, it is important
to involve customers in this process and check also order frequency reduction savings if going from
ordering every day to ordering every other day, which might be more likely in real life. Customer B
however, represents a customer that will go from ordering twice a week, to once a week, showing
more realistic savings.
Table 29 - Top three customers regarding savings of order frequency

Customer ELN BE
Customer A
Customer B
Customer C

% order reduction
83%
52%
30%

% cost reduction
70%
50%
28%

% of total savings
40%
9%
4,5%

Table 28 also represents a reduction in warehousing costs even though the total number of cases is
equal. One of the reasons of this cost reduction is the absence of emergency orders, but also the ratio
of orders picked per pallet, per layer and per case is changed due to the higher number of cases per
order, which represents one of the three efficiency factors of warehousing. The new ratios of cases
ordered per full pallet, full layer and case are represented in figure 57 for the four business units.
Additionally, in figures 58 and 59 for ELN BE the change of the costs is shown for the individual
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customers regarding the what if situation. For the other three CBUs the figures are shown in Appendix
L in figures 99 until 104. The axes are not shown for confidentiality reasons.
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Figure 57 - % of cases ordered per pallet, layer or cases (what if 1)
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Figure 58 - Total costs vs CAF ELN BE (what if 1)

6.1.2 Common customers
The influencing factor with the second biggest absolute savings potential is combining the orders of
the ELN and AMN portfolio in both the countries. In chapter three already the percentage of overlap
in customers is presented in table 6, showing potential in combining their orders. These customers
are mostly the wholesalers, hospitals and pharmacies that sell or use both the medical products as
well as the early life nutrition. In this what if situation the orders of customers that order products
both in the ELN and AMN portfolio are consolidated if the order date and delivery date are the same.
The consolidated data will be inserted in both the ELN and AMN model to see their effect compared
to the original and separate results. Regarding this what if situation it is best to only look at the savings
in transport costs, since this can be a real life what if situation without much adjustments in the
activities of the case company. The shipments of the two portfolios can be combined by taking the
orders of the two warehouses in one transport shipment. Table 30 below shows the results of the
what if situation compared to the original costs for the transport activity.
Table 30 - Common customers results

% of costs based on original cost
Transport costs

Consolidated NL data in
AMN NL
ELN NL
100%
67%

Consolidated BE data in
AMN BE
ELN BE
59%
81%

The savings in the transport costs by consolidating the orders of AMN and ELN are positive. However,
the different cost rates play a significant part in this. Especially, for the Netherlands the influence of
the costs rates play a big part, since inserting the consolidated orders in the AMN model is resulting
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in almost no savings, while using the cost rates of ELN NL the saving potential is high. Additionally, the
costs of taking a de-route to visit the two warehouses should still be deducted from the total savings
to get the actual cost savings for this what if situation. For the Netherlands the numbers in table 30
show that by inserting the what if situation, a reduction of 17% of the shipments can lead to a
transport costs saving of 33% and for Belgium a reduction of 21% can lead to a 41% transport cost
saving. These numbers can differ for the individual customers and in figure 60 and 61 the cost
difference is presented. The axes are not shown for confidentiality reasons. Regarding the efficiency
factors both the factors of transportation (load factor and number of shipments per week) are
positively affected.
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Figure 61 - Transport costs vs CAF BE (what if 2)

Figure 60 - Transport costs vs CAF NL (what if 2)

6.1.3 Restacking requirement ELN NL
The third influencing factors that will be analyzed with a what if situation is specifically for the ELN NL
model. Restacking is a customer logistics requirements that requires a full pallet to be restacked in
case a different pallet type is necessary for the customer compared to the pallet type the pallet is built
on at the supply point. In total 32% of the total number of ELN NL customers require some sort of
restacking of full pallets. For these pallets a different cost rate is in place and the cost rate is per case
instead of per pallet, leading to significantly higher picking costs per pallet. In this what if situation it
is analyzed what the costs would be if none of the customers would require a pallet to be restacked.
Table 31 below shows the results of the what if situation compared to the original costs per activity.
Only warehousing costs and total costs are shown, since these will be the only costs affected in this
situation.
Table 31 - Restacking results

% of costs based on original cost
Warehousing costs
Total costs

ELN NL
76%
86%

Since the total number of cases ordered per full pallet for the 32% customers is quite high (52%), the
potential saving of warehousing costs is also high. As can be seen in table 31, 24% of the total
warehousing costs could be saved if no restacking is required. For this what-if situation none of the
efficiency factors are affected compared to the original situation. However, the picking activities will
get significantly more efficient, since in the old situation the handling is the picking of approximately
1.5 million cases that are restacked from a pallet, whereas in the new situation the handling is only
the picking of the approximately 13.000 full pallets. Figures 62 and 63 show the cost difference
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between the original situation and the costs after implementing the what if situation for the individual
customers that require restacking. The axes are left out due to confidentiality reasons.
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Figure 62 - Warehouse cost vs CAF ELN NL (what if 3)
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Figure 63 - Warehouse cost vs CAF ELN NL detailed (what if 3)

6.1.4 Pallet per SKU requirement ELN NL
A second customer logistics requirements of ELN NL that results in higher supply chain costs and a
decreased efficiency is the requirement of needing a separate pallet per different SKU (if not already
a full pallet). This is a specific requirement for customers that store the products in their own
warehouse before being sold to the end customers or before being shipped to the right retail store,
showing this what if situation most useful in the context of wholesalers and retailers. In total 27% of
the customers require a different pallet per SKU in their orders, resulting in a higher number of
transport units per order and an additional administrative surcharge per order in case pallet per SKU
is needed. In this what if situation it is analyzed what the costs would be if none of the customers
would require a different pallet per SKU. Table 32 below shows the results of the what if situation
compared to the original costs per activity. Only warehouse order processing costs, transport costs
and total costs are shown, since these will be the only costs affected in this situation.
Table 32 - Pallet per SKU results

% of costs based on original cost
Order processing warehouse costs
Transport costs
Total costs

AMN NL
74%
82%
92%

In total 21% of the orders have a surcharge for the pallet per SKU requirement. By not including this
requirement more than 25% of the total administrative costs of warehouse order processing will be
eliminated. Additionally, 18% of the total transport costs will go down. In this case only one of the
efficiency factors of transportation will be affected, namely the load factor. The load factor of a
shipment might go down in terms of ground places, however the load factor in terms of cubic meters
will go up due to more efficient building of pallets. Figures 64 and 65 show the cost difference between
the original situation and the costs after implementing the what if situation for the individual
customers that require a pallet per SKU. The axes are left out due to confidentiality reasons.
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Figure 65 - Total costs vs CAF ELN NL detailed (what if 4)

Figure 64 - Total costs vs CAF ELN NL (what if 4)

6.1.5 Ordering per full pallet
The fifth influencing factor that will be analyzed in the cost-to-serve model is the ratio of cases ordered
per full pallet. Ordering cases per full pallet is more cost efficient than ordering per layer or case.
Therefore increasing the number of cases in an order to get to a full pallet will save warehousing costs.
In this what-if situation if 75% or more cases are ordered from a full pallet, extra cases are added to
make it a full pallet. Table 33 below shows the results of the what if situation compared to the original
costs for the warehousing activity.
Table 33 - Ordering per full pallet results

% of costs based on original cost
Warehousing costs

AMN NL
94%

AMN BE
99%

ELN NL
100% (98%)

ELN BE
94%

In table 33 it can be seen that the transport costs are not mentioned, since for this what if situation
the transport costs are higher. This is because the number of cases is higher and therefore transport
units are higher. However, in real life adding extra cases to one order will result in a deduction of these
number of cases in another order. In that case the transport costs will not be higher. Therefore, only
warehousing cost will be taken into account regarding the savings of this what if situation. Since in
this situation the number of cases increase, the CAF (sales) will also increase. Table 34 below shows
the percentage of customers per business units that benefit from this what if situation compared to
the original situation and how much additional cases should be ordered to get the above mentioned
savings. In the case of AMN NL it means that if the 55% customers order in total 0,6% extra cases, this
results in a 6% saving in warehousing costs. Numbers for individual customers can even be higher, for
example one of the customers of ELN BE only need an increase of 0,4% in the number of cases, which
will result in a 17% warehouse cost saving. For ELN NL there seem to be no savings while increasing
the number of cases to full pallets. The reason for this is the restacking requirement, since the cost
rates are still per case instead of per pallet. Therefore, an increase in the number of cases will
automatically result in an increase in the warehousing costs, even though it is a lower cost rate. The
percentages in between brackets in table 33 and 34 are the savings of the customers that do not
require restacking. However, the potential savings could be higher if restacking was not required.
Table 34 - Order per full pallet statistics

% of customers that benefit
Extra cases

AMN NL
55%
0,6%%
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AMN BE
24%
0,2%

ELN NL
46%
2% (0,7%)

ELN BE
17%
0,6%

To get an understanding of the change in the ratio of cases ordered per full pallet, full layer and case,
which is one of the efficiency factors for warehousing, the numbers are represented in figure 66 for
the four business units. Especially, inserting the what if for the bigger customers, like wholesalers and
retailers will be beneficial, since these are the customers that order big numbers. Figures 67 and 68
show for AMN NL the cost difference between the original situation and the costs after implementing
the what if situation per individual customers. Since the new CAF for the what if situation is not known,
only the costs are presented per individual customer. The axis is left out due to confidentiality reasons.
For the other three CBUs, figures 105 until 107 are presented in Appendix M.
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Figure 68 - Warehouse costs change AMN NL detailed (what if 5)

Figure 67 - Warehouse costs change AMN NL (what if 5)

6.1.6 Emergency/express orders
The next influencing factor that affects the supply chain costs and efficiency is the ratio between
emergency/express orders and normal orders. In section 5.3, it was already mentioned that the
number of emergency orders is relatively low compared to the number of normal orders, predicting a
low number of savings for a what if situation where no emergency orders are in place. Table 35 below
shows the results of the what if situation compared to the original costs per activity.
Table 35 - Emergency/express orders results

% of costs based on original cost
Order processing warehouse costs
Warehousing costs
Transport costs
Total costs

AMN NL
95%
100%
100%

AMN BE
99%
100%
100%

ELN BE
100%
97%
98%

Indeed in table 35 it is visible that the total savings when excluding emergency costs is almost
neglectable for AMN and low for ELN BE. However, in future scenarios if the number of emergency
shipments go up, it could be an interesting factor to take into account in contract negotiations with
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customers. For individual customers these numbers can be different. Especially, nursing homes,
hospitals and pharmacies require orders to be handled with emergency. This what if situation is being
seen as one of the efficiency indicators for the warehousing activity. Having no emergency orders will
lead them to an easier planning with no interruption from emergency orders.

6.1.7 Ordering per full layer
Similar as to section 6.5, ordering per full layer will results in lower warehousing costs, since ordering
per full layer has lower cost rates than ordering per case. Again if 75% or more cases are ordered from
a full layer, extra cases are added to make it a full layer. Table 36 below shows the results of the what
if situation compared to the original costs for the warehouse activity. Additionally table 37 represents
the percentage of customers that benefit from this what if situation and the number of cases ordered
extra. Only the ELN portfolios are shown, since the AMN warehouse does not separately charge for
ordering per layer.
Table 36 - Ordering per full layer results

% of costs based on original cost
Warehousing costs

ELN NL
100%

ELN BE
98%

Table 37 - ordering per full layer statistics

ELN NL
84%
0,2%

% of customers that benefit
Extra cases

ELN BE
58%
0,4%

Even though the total savings are not significant for both countries, the number of customers that
would benefit from this is high. Furthermore, it is good to take into account that the cost rates for
ordering per full layer are still per case and not per layer. Seeing that even though the number of cases
goes up, the warehousing costs go down. This shows that the potential savings are higher if the total
number of cases would stay the same, however ordered more efficiently per full layer. Currently, for
ELN BE the numbers in table 36 and 37 show that with an increase of 0,2% of the number of cases
ordered, 2% of the total warehousing costs could be saved. For individual customers these numbers
can differ. For example a customer of ELN BE can reduce the total warehousing costs with 5% if they
increase the number of cases with only 0,06%. At last, to get an understanding of the change in the
ratio of cases ordered per full pallet, full layer and case, which is one of the efficiency factors for
warehousing, the numbers are represented in figure 69 for the four business units. The change in costs
per individual customer is not shown in this case, since the cost difference is too minimal to visualize.
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6.1.8 EDI orders
The following influencing factor that will be analyzed with a what if situation is the ratio of orders
ordered with EDI or manual. In this what if situation all orders will be marked as an EDI order. Table
38 below shows the results of the what if situation compared to the original costs. In this case only
the total cost and order processing costs of the case company are taken into account, since these are
the only costs that are being affected with this what if situation.
Table 38 - EDI orders results

% of costs based on original cost
Order processing case company costs
Total costs

AMN NL
7%
100%

ELN NL
13%
100%

Old costs

Order processing case
company costs

Order processing case
company costs

Even though in table 38 it can be seen that the total savings are almost neglectable, it is increasing the
efficiency of the work of the order processing employees of the company. Additionally, it can reduce
the number of errors made, being one of the efficiency indicators of order processing, which might
result in a reduction in costs also in other activities. Figures 70 and 71 show the order processing cost
difference of the case study company between the original situation and the what if situation for the
individual customers of AMN NL and ELN NL. The axes are left out for confidentiality reasons.
Especially, the bigger wholesalers and retailers have EDI, whiles the small companies have not.
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Figure 70 - Order processing costs vs CAF AMN NL (what if 8)
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Figure 71 - Order processing costs vs CAF ELN NL (what if 8)

6.1.9 Locked premises requirement ELN BE
The last influencing factors that is transferred into a what if situation in the cost-to-serve model is the
customer logistics requirement of locked premises, or more specifically the deliveries that require a
key or additional work to deliver the products. In total 5% of the customers have a locked premise,
resulting in a surcharge per delivery for that customer. Table 39 below shows the results of the what
if situation compared to the original costs for transportation and the total costs. As can be seen from
the table the savings are minimal, but during contract negotiations it might be interesting mention
these savings/additional costs. The numbers in table 39 show that only a 1% transport cost reduction
will follow from having no locked premises requirements. The change in costs per individual customer
is not shown in this case, since the cost difference is too minimal to visualize.
Table 39 - Locked premises results

% of costs based on original cost
Transport costs
Total costs

ELN BE
99%
99%
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6.2 Conclusions and service policies of what if scenarios
The previous section of this chapter has shown the results of changing customers’ order behavior or
logistics requirements to see the effect on supply chain efficiency and costs compared to the original
2019 data. It is important to take into account that these savings cannot be simply added up to show
the total savings if you would insert all what if situations in real life. This is due to some overlap in the
what if situations. For example reducing the order frequency to once a week changes the ratio of
ordering per full pallet, layer or case, which also changes the savings potential of added cases to get
to full pallets. In that situation, a new what if should be created with both changes of the influencing
factors incorporated to see the potential savings together.
In the previous section the what if situations are sorted from the biggest absolute total savings
potential to the lowest. However, this order might differ when looking at the savings per individual
customer. The advantage of the cost-to-serve model is that it not only calculates the maximum total
savings per what if situation, but it also calculates the savings per individual customer. Based on this
information, it can be checked which scenarios are resulting in the biggest saving for an individual
customer. Every year contract negotiations are in place with customers in which also supply chain
factors and improvement opportunities are taken into account. The results of these what if situations
can be used to define the most efficient service policies for every individual customer. In table 40
below an overview is created with all the what if situations including an accompanied service policy
that could be interesting if that what if situation is resulting in the biggest savings for an individual
customer. The table also shows the percentage of individual customers that has that what if situation
as the their biggest savings potential. The table shows that the cost-to-serve model is a good tool to
understand what service policy is best to implement for what customer, since the what if situation
with the biggest savings potential differs per individual customer. Customers, however, might not
appreciate a change in the service policy, since what might be efficient for the company, might not
always be efficient for the customer. As discussed in chapter 2, you want to balance customer value
and operating costs, meaning that if you change something in the service policy that decreases
customer value, you might have to give something in return, for example in the form of a discount on
the products ordered. The results of the cost-to-serve model are useful in this case by providing the
margins of the value that the returns can have in order to be still efficient and so costs are still reduced.
Table 40 - Service policies and individual customer percentages

What if

Service policy

AMN NL

AMN BE

ELN NL ELN BE

Order frequency
reduction
Common customers

Setting fixed number of orders per week

91%

89%

39%

50%

Ordering ELN and AMN for the same delivery
day
Re-evaluating the necessity of restacking
Propose sandwich pallets
Setting minimum order quantities (MOQs)
Setting fixed number of emergency orders per
year
Setting minimum order quantities (MOQs)
Installing EDI
Re-evaluating the necessity of a locked
premise

3%

10%

13%

37%

6%
0%

1%
0%

16%
12%
8%
-

1%
3%

0%
-

-

0%
12%
-

7%
2%

Restacking
Pallet per SKU
Ordering per full pallet
Emergency/Express
orders
Ordering per full layer
EDI orders
Locked premises
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Chapter 7 – Conclusions, recommendations and reflection
7.1 Conclusions
In this conclusion of the study the answers to the general research question and sub questions
(defined in section 1.2) are described. The study focuses on analyzing the influence of customers on
the supply chain through the use of a cost-to-serve model. The main research question is as follows:
What is the effect of customers’ differing (order) behavior and requirements on supply chain
efficiency and costs?
Nowadays, supply chains are more and more agile instead of the lean supply chains as they once were,
resulting in customers being more in control. However, companies need to restore the balance
between creating customer value and operating costs in order to be efficient and profitable. A focus
on customers is originated from the marketing discipline. Nonetheless, logistics is being recognized to
serve more and more as an essential feature in the creation of customer value, which comes in the
form of logistics customer service. To understand the costs and efficiency related to customer
behavior and requirements, traditional costing models are not enough. A more extensive costing tools,
more specifically a cost-to-serve model, is used in this situation. Figure 10 in section 2.5 shows the
path that has been followed to identify the effect customers have on the supply chain costs and
efficiency for the case study company of this research.
The customer analyses have shown that every customer is a unique attribute to the firm with their
own characteristics, logistics requirements and order behavior. For the case study company the
customers are distinguished in four different business units based on country and product portfolio,
represented by different types of customers. The analyses show that in Belgium there are more and
smaller orders to multiple customers, whereas in the Netherlands the orders are bigger, more
frequent and more diverse to only a few different customers.
Four supply chain activities are taken into account in the research: order processing, warehousing,
transportation and customer service. The warehousing and transportation activities are outsourced
and cost structures are relatively easy to define, still every business unit has different cost structures
per activity. The order processing and customer service activities are done by case study company
employees and are more difficult to translate into a cost structure for the cost-to-serve model. Solely
based on the cost structures of the activities a flow chart has been developed to understand the entire
order cycle, from the moment the customer places the order until the order is being delivered to the
customer. The flow chart is structured based on decisions/actions that require different costs, making
it easy to identify optimization opportunities. The cost-to-serve model, however, is still necessary to
understand the actual costs of the individual customers and to see the effect of changing certain
parameters on the costs.
The cost-to-serve model is developed based on SAP data, since this is easy accessible and available for
all business units in the company. The data include customer information, material information and
order data on an order line level, to fully understand what exact features of the order behavior and
requirements are causing the costs to happen. Furthermore, all the information is linked together and
to the cost rates in order to create a unified model to make centralized decisions. 2019 data has been
implemented in the developed cost-to-serve model to understand the customers’ individual supply
chain costs. The results of the cost-to-serve model validate that every customer is unique also in terms
of costs. Customers that order a similar amount of cases can have significant different costs and vice
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versa. The influencing factors determined in chapter four based on the flow chart of the supply chain
activities and cost rates show to be indeed the drivers of the cost differences between the individual
customers. Furthermore, the model validates that an analysis solely on customer information is not
enough to get a good picture of the situation.
In order to understand the effects of changing the influencing factors, including what optimization
opportunity or service policy is most effective for the individual customers along with their savings
potential, the original data is adjusted based on the influencing factors. All the influencing factors are
based on customer order behavior and customer logistics requirements to understand the customer’s
influence. The adjusted data is then inserted in the cost-to-serve model in order to compare the what
if situation with the original data and results. In total nine what if situations are analyzed: (1) order
frequency reduction, (2) consolidating orders of common customers of the ELN and AMN portfolio,
(3) restacking requirement, (4) pallet per SKU requirement, (5) ordering per full pallet, (6)
emergency/express orders, (7) ordering per full layer, (8) EDI orders and (9) locked premises
requirement. The what if situations are ordered from biggest total savings potential to the least,
however the order of biggest savings potential per individual customer might differ. The results of the
what if situations and the comparison with different customers can be used in contract negotiations
with customers, where supply chain factors and optimization opportunities are discussed. Based on
what what if situation(s) have the biggest savings potential for that customer, service policies should
be initiated/implemented. Nonetheless, not all decisions/improvement projects that are beneficial for
the case company are also beneficial for the customers. Therefore, it is important to take into account
customer value and understand what are the value margins of the savings, for example when offering
a product discount in return of changing the service policy for the customer to maintain similar
customer value. The value margins of the savings are calculated in the cost-to-serve model by
comparing the costs of the what if situation with the original results.
To conclude, it has been proven that the customers have a significant effect on the supply chain costs
and efficiency. The cost-to-serve model helps to identify this effect specifically for the company. What
cost and efficiency drivers of the customers are causing the results is however dependent on the
company’s activities and cost structure. With the cost structure of the model the influencing factors
of the customers are indicated, while the results of the cost-to-serve model validates these factors
including their magnitude in savings potential. Additionally, the cost-to-serve model allows centralized
decision making for all the supply chain activities in the order cycle instead of being handled as
separate decision making units. The cost-to-serve model allows optimization opportunities to be
determined on an individual customer level in order to be useful in contract negotiations and
individual customer service policy decisions. Even though the results of this research are specifically
based on a case study company, it shows that recreating this research for different manufactures,
meaning the analyses and model building can be valuable for the understanding of the costs, efficiency
and customers, since customers can order with similar behavior and requirements from multiple
manufactures. Additionally, the four models are created based on four different portfolios depending
on the country and product portfolio, showing the flexibility of personalizing the model to different
types of cost structures and customers in order to get the desired results. The case study and model
have proven that customers have an effect on the supply chain and that it can be influenced by
changing certain parameters/factors in order behavior and logistics requirements to be more (cost)
efficient.
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7.2 Recommendations
Based on the research done four recommendations follow for the case study company and will be
mentioned and discussed in this section.

7.2.1 Data collection of customer value and logistics requirements
The first recommendation concerns an expansion of the current data availability of the case study
company. At the moment, only general customer characteristics are present as described in section
3.2 of this report. However, to get a better understanding of the customers wishes and demands it is
recommended to collect more information on the customers’ perceived value of the company and
their logistics requirements. This information might not only improve the accuracy of the cost-to-serve
model, but can also be useful when determining the customer logistics service policies. In chapter two
it has been mentioned that it is important to balance the customer value and operating costs. The
results of the research have shown that there are multiple options regarding the change of service
policies and order behavior and requirements with different savings potential for the company,
however the different types of changes might have a totally different effect on the perceived customer
value, resulting in another what if situation to be the one to use for the service policy implementation.
Combining not only the effect on costs regarding the what if situations, but also the perceived
customer value will increase the value of the research.

7.2.2 Initiate improvement projects
Based on the results of the cost-to-serve model nine what if situations are analyzed regarding their
cost savings and efficiency. All show to have cost savings compared to the original situation. Two what
if situations show to have the biggest impact regarding their savings potential, namely order frequency
reduction and common customers. It is therefore recommended to focus on these two what if
situations as possible improvement projects to be more efficient in the supply chain activities.
Discussing the order frequency with every individual customer in contract negotiations is
recommended, since this will always lead to cost savings. Furthermore, the common customers what
if situation requires also a change in activity from the case study company side. Dedicating a project
on the potential effect of consolidating the two portfolios to further analyze the results is
recommended. Besides, the overarching improvement projects it is recommended to use the results
of the cost-to-serve analysis in the preparation of the individual customers’ contract negotiations.

7.2.3 Expansion to different business units
Currently, the research and the model have been a pilot in the Benelux for the nutrition portfolio of
the case study company. A next recommendation would be to expand the research to also other and
different business units to enlarge the benefits of developing and using the cost-to-serve model.

7.2.4 Expand possible use of the cost-to-serve model
The last recommendation for the case study company is regarding the current use of the cost-to-serve
model. The focus of this research on the use of the model is to understand the influence of customers
on the supply chain. However, the model could also be useful from different perspectives. One
example of another use of the model could be to see the effect of new cost rates when revising tenders
of the outsources parties. The new cost rates could be inserted in the model to see the effect on the
supply chain costs. Showing also a logistics purpose of the model instead of only being customer
service driven.
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7.3 Reflection
The last section of this chapter concerns a reflection on the research done. Starting with the scientific
contribution of the research and ending with some limitations and ideas for future research.

7.3.1 Scientific contribution
Besides the business value that the research is generating for the case study company, also a scientific
contribution is present. At first, a relatively new area that is further explored in this research is the use
of marketing concepts in a supply chain management context. By taking insights and results from
marketing literature, the link between customers and supply chain management is analyzed.
Additionally, information on customer analyses and more specifically customer profitability analysis
and customer lifetime value, mostly invested in by marketing, is translated in a cost-to-serve tool that
is developed for a supply chain management setting. The set-up of the cost-to-serve tool is clearly
described in the report and therefore serves as a general structure/framework to be used also in
different companies and settings. At last, the research gives more information on the influence
customers have on the supply chain and on the differences between individual customer (groups) in
the setting of a specific case study company, which can be useful in other and different research
concerning customer information and analyses.

7.3.2 Limitations and future research
This research has created a cost-to-serve model in order to understand the effect customer’s order
behavior and requirements have on the supply chain. However, some limitations are important to
mention and these limitations encourage future research on the topic to broaden and improve the
understanding. The first limitation of the research is the model accuracy. As mentioned in section 5.1
the model consists of mostly data from SAP, which is generally accessible for all business units.
However, since not all information is available from SAP data some assumptions have been made or
information is gathered from different sources. This leads to a lower model accuracy. One of the
businesses recommendations has already been to collect more accurate data on the customer’s
logistics requirements and customer value. However, still some assumptions will stay in place for
example for the number of transport units. An interesting direction for future research will be to
investigate different prediction techniques or tools to improve the accuracy of the assumptions and
so the model. A second interesting future research direction could be to investigate in a way to include
customer value in the model to also see the effect on customer value when changing the customer
order behavior and requirements. Thirdly, the research is only done for a specific part of one company.
In order to create external validity it is important to also test and research the work for other
companies or in other settings. Therefore, an interesting third future research direction would be to
regenerate the research done for multiple other companies within the same industry as the case study
company, but also in other industries. Interesting would also be to see if the concept would work for
a B2C company.
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Appendices
Appendix A
Table 41 - Customer locations

CBU
Netherlands Belgium
AMN BE
0,2%
ELN BE
0,4%
AMN NL
100%
ELN NL
98,8%

Luxembourg
97,9%
95,4%
1,2%

Table 42 - Customer numbers and cities

CBU
% customers % of cities based on customers
AMN BE
73%
53%
ELN BE
18%
66%
AMN NL
2%
73%
ELN NL
6%
68%

62

1,9%
4,2%
-

Appendix B
Table 43 - Customer order behavior descriptives

CBU

AMN NL

AMN BE

# customers

ELN NL

ELN BE

33

1041

84

259

# orders

3.017

31.370

5.616

7.875

# Cases

2.538.065

823.805

8.032.263

1.777.109

€ 90.712.543,50 € 33.235.460,36

€ 137.549.950,09

€ 53.183.486,79

CAF
# different SKUs
% of customers that order
more than once a week on
average
% of products ordered per
pallet or layer

338

330

240

180

64%

17%

57%

22%

38%

1%

51%

15%

Table 44 - Customer order behavior descriptives per customer

CBU

AMN NL

AMN BE

ELN NL

ELN BE

avg # orders per customer

91

30

66

30

avg # cases per customer

76.911

791

95.622

6.861

avg CAF per customer

€ 2.748.864,95 €

31.926,47

€

1.637.499,41

€

205.341,65

Table 45 - Customer order behavior descriptives per order

CBU

AMN NL

avg # cases per order
avg CAF per order
avg # different SKUs per
order

AMN BE
841

€

30.067,13 €
23

63

ELN NL
26
1.059,49
7

ELN BE
1431

€

24.496,87
14

226
€

6.753,46
8

Appendix C
Cumulative % of CAF NL

Cumulative % of CAF BE
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Figure 72 - Pareto chart NL

Figure 73 - Pareto chart BE

Cumulative % of CAF AMN BE

Cumulative % of CAF AMN NL
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Figure 75 - Pareto chart AMN BE

Figure 74 - Pareto chart AMN NL

Cumulative % of CAF ELN BE
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Figure 76 - Pareto chart ELN NL

Figure 77 - Pareto chart ELN BE
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Appendix D
Table 46 - Customer statistics AMN NL

AMN NL
Average
Maximum
Minimum
Median

# orders
91
493
1
67

# cases ordered
76.911
877.973
3
22.080

€
€
€
€

CAF
2.748.865
31.723.610
923.432

# different SKUs
106
304
1
103

CAF

# different SKUs

Table 47 - Customer statistics AMN BE

AMN BE
# orders

# cases ordered

Average

30

791

€

31.927

24

Maximum

260

39.726

€

1.799.104

244

Minimum

-

1

-

1

Median

16

165

€

6.362

15

€
€
€
€

CAF
1.618.235
15.289.963
524.928

# different SKUs
47
148
1
23

CAF
€
205.342
€ 12.696.432
€
€
2.643

# different SKUs
22
97
1
13

€

Table 48 - Customer statistics ELN NL

ELN NL
Average
Maximum
Minimum
Median

# orders
66
434
1
58

# cases ordered
94.497
1.554.499
4
19.844

Table 49 - Customer statistics ELN BE

ELN BE
Average
Maximum
Minimum
Median

# orders
30
301
1
20

# cases ordered
13.776
1.777.109
1
270
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Appendix E
# orders per week Netherlands
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Figure 78 - Number of order per week Netherlands
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Figure 79 - Number of orders per week Belgium

Figure 80 - Distribution of orders of the week
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Appendix F

Figure 81 - Ad hoc activities costs per customer

Figure 82 - Correction or annulation costs per customer

Figure 83 - Labelling cost per customer
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Appendix G

Disitribution picking activities per week 2019 - AMN NL
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Figure 84 - Distribution picking activities year AMN NL

Distribution picking activities over the week 2019 - AMN NL
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Figure 85 - Distribution picking activities week AMN NL

Distribution picking activities per week 2019 - AMN BE
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Figure 86 - Distribution picking activities year AMN BE
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# cases

Disitribution picking activities over the week 2019 - AMN BE
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Figure 87 - Distribution picking activities over the week AMN BE

Distribution picking activities per week 2019 - ELN NL
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Figure 88 - Distribution picking activities year ELN NL

Distribution picking activities over the week 2019 - ELN NL
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Figure 89 - Distribution picking activities week - ELN NL
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Figure 90 - Distribution picking activities year ELN BE

Distribution picking activities over the week 2019 - ELN BE
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Appendix H

Figure 92 - Flow chart continuation 1
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Figure 93 - Flow chart continuation 1A
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Figure 94 - Flow chart continuation 1B
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Figure 95 - Flow chart continuation 2
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Figure 96 - Flow chart continuation 3
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Figure 97 - Flow chart continuation 4
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Appendix I
Table 50 - Raw data variables cost-to-serve model

Variable
CBU
Delivery number
Ship-to code
Ship-to description
Material ID
Material description
CAF
Number of cases ordered
Order date
Delivery data

Source
Order data
Order data
Order data
Order data
Order data
Order data
Order data
Order data
Order data
Order data

CBU
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
All

Key

Material ID
CBU
Pieces per tray
Pieces per pallet
Pieces per layer
Gross weight per tray
Length tray
Height tray
Width tray
Pallet type (not complete)

Material data
Material data
Material data
Material data
Material data
Material data
Material data
Material data
Material data
Employee

All
All
All
All
All
AMN BE
ELN BE
ELN BE
ELN BE
ELN NL

Key to order data

Customer id
Customer name
Country
Pallet per article
Half pallets
Restack needed
Delivery with key
KMs from Warehouse
EDI (Y/N)

Customer data
Customer data
Customer data
Warehouse provider
Invoices
Invoices
Invoices
Google maps + address
Employee

All
All
All
ELN NL
AMN BE
ELN NL
ELN BE
ELN BE
AMN NL, ELN
NL

Key to order data
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Key to customer data
Key to material data

Appendix J
Number of shipments per week
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Figure 98 - Distribution shipments year
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ELN BE

ELN NL

Appendix K
Table 51 - Examples difference customers

CBU

Customer Costs

CAF

% cases

% orders

Average
case per
order

% full % full
pallet layer

%
parcel

%
restack

AMN NL

A

50%

74%

79%

30%

1.634

70%

6%

0%

-

AMN NL

B

50%

26%

21%

70%

189

2%

16%

6%

-

In this case the costs are similar, the CAF and number of cases are higher and the number of orders is lower for customer A. This shows
that it is cheaper to order less times a year, with higher number of cases per order. Additionally, the percentage of order lines ordered per
full pallet or layer is also higher for customer A.
AMN NL
K
20%
54%
7.283
24%
143
4%
19%
16%
AMN NL
L
80%
46%
23.367
76%
141
0%
61%
4%
In this case, the higher CAF for customer K is related to the types of SKUs ordered and not due to inefficiencies in the ordering process +
higher transport rates could be the reason for higher costs for customer L.
AMN NL
M
50%
60%
56%
59%
342
4%
60%
54%
AMN NL
N
50%
40%
44%
41%
373
0%
32%
35%
In this case the costs are similar, but the CAF, # of cases and orders are higher for customer M. A reason for this could be the difference in
% of order lines ordered per full pallet or layer, which is higher for customer M + higher transport rates for customer N
AMN NL
O
50%
37%
40%
35%
2269
29%
36%
17%
AMN NL
P
50%
63%
60%
65%
1781
41%
25%
18%
In this case again the costs are fairly similar, while the number of cases, orders and CAF for customer P is higher. In this case the reason is
the higher percentage of ordering per full pallet for customer P + the higher transport rate for customer O.
AMN BE
C
50%
12%
30%
62%
20
60%
AMN BE

D

50%

88%

70%

38%

76

-

-

76%

-

In this case again the costs are fairly similar, while the number of cases and CAF for customer D are a lot higher. While the number of
cases is more than double for customer D, the number of orders is lower. Resulting in similar costs for both.
AMN BE
Q
50%
57%
46%
55%
14
71%
AMN BE
R
50%
43%
54%
45%
15
61%
In this case, the higher CAF for customer Q is probably due to the different SKUs sold since the number of cases are relatively close.
AMN BE
S
50%
29%
24%
47%
4
64%
AMN BE
T
50%
71%
76%
53%
11
32%
In this case the costs are similar, but the CAF and number of cases are higher for customer T. A reason for this could be that customer S
orders relatively a lot compared to the number of cases. Furthermore, their percentage of parcel is higher
AMN BE
V
22%
50%
32%
15%
44
56%
AMN BE
W
78%
50%
68%
85%
16
57%
In this case the CAF are similar, but the number of cases differ. Showing that CAF depends also on the type of products ordered. Even
though the number of cases is lower for customer V, the cost per case is also lower, showing that the low number of orders compared to
the number of cases is beneficial regarding costs.
ELN NL
E
50%
64%
86%
43%
2242
97%
0%
0%
ELN NL

F

50%

36%

14%

57%

269

2%

46%

-

In this case the costs are similar, but the CAF and number of cases is higher for customer E. The reason for this is that no restacking is
required for customer E, the average cases per order is higher and the number of order lines ordered per pallet or layer is higher.
ELN NL
G
49%
89%
71%
71%
1.760
46%
50%
ELN NL

H

51%

11%

29%

29%

1.401

8%

85%

-

In this case the costs are similar, but the CAF, number of cases and orders are higher for customer G. The reason why the costs are the
same is because customer G orders more per full pallet, while customer H orders more per full layer
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99%

0%
0%

ELN NL
X
77%
49%
54%
41%
5.199
16%
72%
95%
ELN NL
Y
23%
50%
46%
59%
3.028
57%
33%
0%
In this case, two of the three highest customers concerning CAF have relatively different costs and similar CAF. The low costs of customer
Y is because it does not require restacking.
ELN NL
Z
49%
91%
76%
68%
2.070
92%
8%
0%
ELN NL
AA
51%
9%
24%
32%
1.431
0%
18%
5%
In this case again the costs are fairly similar, while the number of cases, orders and CAF for customer Z are higher. In this case the number
of cases per order and the percentage of order lines ordered per full pallet or layer are the reason.
ELN BE
I
58%
36%
35%
59%
1.410
48%
38%
ELN BE

J

42%

64%

65%

41%

3.714

58%

24%

-

-

In this case, two of the three highest customers concerning CAF are shown. Where customer J has a higher CAF and number of cases, but
lower costs. This is due to higher number of average cases per order and higher percentages ordered per full pallet.
ELN BE
AB
51%
88%
62%
34%
49
0%
31%
ELN BE
AC
49%
12%
38%
66%
18
0%
7%
In this case the costs are fairly similar, but the CAF and number of cases are higher for customer AB. The costs similarity is because of the
lower number of orders and the higher percentage of ordering per full layer. The big difference in CAF is probably also due to the different
types of products ordered.
ELN BE
AD
50%
99%
96%
58%
45
0%
29%
ELN BE
AE
50%
1%
4%
42%
3
0%
0%
In this case the cost are fairly similar, but the CAF, number of cases and orders are higher for customer AD. The other customer has higher
costs than CAF, due to the high number of orders compared to their cases, resulting in relative high transport costs
ELN BE
AF
51%
71%
71%
42%
169
0%
27%
ELN BE
AG
49%
29%
29%
58%
49
0%
27%
In this case the costs are fairly similar, but the CAF and number of cases are higher for customer AF. The reason is that customer AF has
more units in less orders, resulting in a lower cost per case.
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Total costs

Total costs

Appendix L

Old costs

New costs

CAF

Old costs

CAF

Total costs

Figure 100 - Total costs vs CAF AMN NL detailed (what if 1)

Total costs

Figure 99 - Total costs vs CAF AMN NL (what if 1)

New costs

Old costs

New costs

CAF

Old costs

CAF

Figure 102 - Total costs vs CAF AMN BE detailed (what if 1)

Total costs

Total costs

Figure 101 - Total costs vs CAF AMN BE (what if 1)
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New costs

CAF

CAF

Old costs
New costs
Figure 104 - Total costs vs CAF ELN NL detailed (what if 1)

Figure 103 - Total costs vs CAF ELN NL (what if 1)
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Warehouse costs

Appendix M

Old costs

New costs

Customer

Warehouse costs

Figure 105 - Cost change AMN BE (what if 5)
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Figure 106 - Cost change ELN NL (what if 5)
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New costs

Customers

Figure 107 - Cost change ELN BE (what if 5)
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